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In this deliverable we present initial models and mechanisms for quantitative analysis of correlations
between KPIs, SLAs and underlying business processes. We use service network (SN) models for
quantitative analysis based on KPIs and SLAs, which enables strategic decisions for participants such as
determination of optimal product prices or outsourcing decisions. In order to perform the analysis on the
SN abstraction level and implement its results in operational business processes, SNs have to be
connected to the BPM stack. We therefore introduce the SN4BPM architecture describing an enhanced
BPM layering and lifecycle where SNs constitute a separate layer on top of the established BPM stack.
In that context, we describe in particular a model-driven approach to generating abstract business
process models from Service Network Models and vice versa. Finally, we deal with monitoring in the
cross-organizational setting of service networks.
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The S-CUBE Deliverable Series
Vision and Objectives of S-Cube
The Software Services and Systems Network (S-Cube) will establish a unified, multidisciplinary,
vibrant research community which will enable Europe to lead the software-services revolution,
helping shape the software-service based Internet which is the backbone of our future interactive
society.
By integrating diverse research communities, S-Cube intends to achieve world-wide scientific
excellence in a field that is critical for European competitiveness. S-Cube will accomplish its aims by
meeting the following objectives:
• Re-aligning, re-shaping and integrating research agendas of key European players from
diverse research areas and by synthesizing and integrating diversified knowledge, thereby
establishing a long-lasting foundation for steering research and for achieving innovation at the
highest level.
• Inaugurating a Europe-wide common program of education and training for researchers and
industry thereby creating a common culture that will have a profound impact on the future of
the field.
• Establishing a pro-active mobility plan to enable cross-fertilisation and thereby fostering the
integration of research communities and the establishment of a common software services
research culture.
• Establishing trust relationships with industry via European Technology Platforms (specifically
NESSI) to achieve a catalytic effect in shaping European research, strengthening industrial
competitiveness and addressing main societal challenges.
• Defining a broader research vision and perspective that will shape the software-service based
Internet of the future and will accelerate economic growth and improve the living conditions
of European citizens.
S-Cube will produce an integrated research community of international reputation and acclaim that
will help define the future shape of the field of software services which is of critical for European
competitiveness. S-Cube will provide service engineering methodologies which facilitate the
development, deployment and adjustment of sophisticated hybrid service-based systems that cannot be
addressed with today’s limited software engineering approaches. S-Cube will further introduce an
advanced training program for researchers and practitioners. Finally, S-Cube intends to bring strategic
added value to European industry by using industry best-practice models and by implementing
research results into pilot business cases and prototype systems.

S-Cube materials are available from URL: http://www.s-cube-network.eu/
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1

Introduction

In today's networked economy, companies are not independent, isolated entities, but they must act in a
concerted manner to survive in an ever increasing dynamic environment. Thereby, interacting
companies build networks to serve their joint customers in a dynamic manner, focusing on optimizing
their financial benefits at the individual and network level. Recently, Service Networks (SNs) have
been proposed to model such networks and analyze and optimize company's business collaborations.
Service Network models reside on a high abstraction business level depicting partners as nodes and
their offerings and revenues as edges. On the one hand, modeling a business landscape as an SN
allows for calculating the value gained by a single partner when joining the network. On the other
hand, an SN perspective gives the possibility to measure the value of the whole network. The value
calculation is used for measuring the profitability of the SN, which can lead to adaptation of SNs, e.g.
through outsourcing.
There is an abstraction gap between Service Networks and the underlying business processes. Service
Networks focus on co-operations between partners in terms of offerings and revenues; they do not
detail the concrete interactions occurring between the partners. Moreover, the dependencies between
participants in an SN do not necessarily express the temporal dependencies relating the partners’
interactions. Each offering and revenue in the SN is realized by a set of complex interactions between
the partners. On the level of Business Process Management (BPM), these partner interactions, as well
as the internal process steps, are modeled in detail as part of the process choreographies and their
executable implementations.
In this deliverable we address the currently existing gap between Service Networks and business
processes which are implemented based on a service-oriented architecture. Strategic decisions in SNs
(such as how to restructure the network; whether to leave a particular network to join another; or
whether it is advantageous to join multiple networks at the same time) are made by the partners in
order to increase their own value. The value calculations in an SN, the foundation for strategic
decisions at business level, are based on a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) that measure the performance of the underlying business processes. In order to
calculate value on SN level, the metrics underpinning the KPI and SLA definitions have to be obtained
from the business process level by monitoring the execution of the business processes.
Change is perhaps the only constant in SNs. The restructuring of an SN may be required to respond to
competing networks, or to embrace and enact innovation in processes and technologies. Changes in
the structure of the SN can also have an impact on the structure of network partners’ business
processes. Therefore, partners have to understand the connections and dependencies between SNs and
the underlying business processes in order to adapt their business processes upon changes on SN level
and vice-versa.
Because of the deep relations between the SNs and the underlying business processes, there is a need
for a comprehensive architecture and methodology for developing, monitoring, and optimizing SOAenabled business processes in SNs. In this deliverable we present the novel SN4BPM architecture that
links Service Networks and BPM by the means of an enhanced BPM layering and lifecycle. The
currently accepted BPM layers (i.e. process models, service compositions, services) serve as a basis
for the enhanced BPM layering. The new Service Networks layer deals with models based on the
Service Network Notation (SNN) that we have developed to represent participants and their
interactions in SNs.
The advantages brought by the introduction of Service Networks as an additional layer on top of the
BPM stack are two-fold: firstly, it simplifies the modeling of business processes that achieve strategic
business goals, hence reducing the gap between the business experts- and the IT view on business
processes. Secondly, analysts focusing on strategic goals of a business benefit from the detailed
description and functionality of the business processes without being directly involved with BPM, thus
lowering the bar in terms of technical expertise on modeling notations for business processes.
Final Version 1.0, dated March 13, 2009
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In this deliverable we present the SN4BPM architecture from both the functional and non-functional
perspectives. The functional view includes a model-driven approach for transforming SN models to
business process model skeletons; in addition we provide means to extract the topology of a Service
Network from existing business processes. The non-functional perspective describes the types of nonfunctional properties relevant to each layer, such as KPIs, process metrics, QoS, their correlations
among each other and with the functional artifacts. We also present initial ideas on monitoring of KPIs
across partners in an SN. Finally, we present an analytical analysis method for value maximization in
Service Networks which is enabled by the previously presented mappings.
This deliverable is based on the material of three published papers [1, 2, 3]. The body of the
deliverable concisely summarizes the results of the papers in a self-contained manner and references
the papers containing more details, where required. The papers in particular explain the motivation and
background of our work in more detail and contain an example scenario. The deliverable is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes SN4BPM from the functional perspective, introducing the enhanced
functional BPM layering and lifecycle. Section 3 focuses on the non-functional aspects in SN4BPM,
explaining their relations and how they are monitored. In Section 4, we present a quantitative analysis
method for SNs. Finally, Section 5 presents our future research objectives in this area.

1.1

Relation to WP Research Challenges

In the following, we will give a short summary of the research challenges in WP-JRA-2.1 and explain
how this deliverable is related to them.
The vision of work package JRA-2.1 is twofold:
1. Developing concepts, mechanisms and techniques for analysis, rationalization and modeling
(design) of end-to-end processes in SNs. Analysis includes not only the design-time elicitation of
functional requirements and performance metrics for end-to-end processes BPM, but also involves
mining execution trails of choreographies to recover information about the run-time behavior of
processes and transactions.
a. Analyzing, modeling and simulating end-to-end business processes in SNs. In particular
this challenge concerns demand-driven creation and evolution of SNs;
b. Analysis and formal verification of business protocols involving bi-lateral and multilateral agreements between network nodes;
c. Requirements analysis and development of business-aware transaction concepts and
mechanisms to support business protocols in SNs.
2. Developing monitoring, measurement and adaptation concepts, mechanisms and techniques for
evolving processes and protocols within SNs. The second research objective addresses run-time
behavior of business processes, and is particularly oriented towards developing and validating
concepts, mechanisms and techniques for monitoring the execution of choreographies, measuring
progress and performance of these processes against performance metrics, and, pro-actively
adapting them before process anomalies or errors occur.
a. Mechanisms and concepts for monitoring and measuring events raised by business-aware
transactions and related protocols and processes;
b. Mechanisms and concepts for adapting business-aware transactions and related protocols
and processes in SNs.
In this deliverable CD-JRA-2.1.2 we deal with challenge 1a by introducing the SN4BPM architecture
which connects SNs with business processes and thus enables analysis, modeling and simulation of
business processes in SNs. We also cope with challenge 2a by introducing new concepts on
monitoring of KPIs across partners in SNs.
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2

SN4BPM Architecture

This Section provides an overview of the Service Networks for Business Process Management
(SN4BPM) Architecture. More detailed material can be found in [1, 2]. The remainder is structured as
follows: Section 2.1 introduces the Enhanced BPM Layering, which provides an outline of how the
different technologies involved in the SN4BPM architecture are related to each other. Section 2.2
presents the SNN, while Section 2.3 introduces the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle that glues together SNN
and the different elements of the SN4BPM architecture. Finally, Section 2.4 investigates more in depth
the connections between the SNN and the process models, which are realized by the means of model
transformation techniques.

2.1

Enhanced BPM Layering

The Enhanced BPM Layering, presented in Figure 1, relates the different technologies comprised in
the SN4BPM Architecture. Its layers are designed to foster separation of concerns among the business
level decisions, the modeling and management of the abstract business processes that realize the
business decision, the executable business processes that implement the abstract business processes,
and the underpinning IT infrastructure.
More in detail, the Enhanced BPM Layering is made of four layers:
•

Figure 1: The Enhanced BPM Layering for
the SN4BPM Architecture.

The Service Network layer deals with the
modeling, analysis and optimization of SN models
expressing business interactions among the
participants in the SNs. The focus is on supporting
the decision-making and the definition of
strategies and partnerships at the business level.
The technologies at this layer allow for
quantitative economic analysis of SNs to ascertain
the optimal constellation of collaborative
economic agents resulting in maximum economic
value [1]. The models of SNs are expressed
through the Service Network Notation introduced
in Section 2.2, which is designed for an audience
of non-IT specialists, and thus it abstracts from the
nuances of, for instance, the message-based
interactions among the participants in the SNs.

•

The Process Models layer deals with the
modeling of abstract business processes using
widely adopted and industry-supported standards such as the Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) [4] and Abstract WS-BPEL [5]. Abstract process models can be depicted as
either choreographies, which describe the interaction protocol among multiple partners’
services from a global perspective, and orchestrations, which formalizes point of view of one
participant on the overall choreography and may also detail the participant’s internal logic
(which is not represented in the choreography). The abstract business processes are derived
from Service Network Notation models defined at the Service Network layer using, for
instance, model transformation approaches akin to the ones here presented in Section 2.4.

•

The Composition layer encompasses the realization of executable business process models
that, similarly to the abstract business processes modeled in the Process Models layer, can be
either choreographies or orchestrations. Executable business processes can be obtained from
the abstract ones through refinement (e.g. filling the missing details, see the IT Refinement
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phase in Section 2.3). The technologies employed at this level are, for instance, Executable
WS-BPEL [5] and BPEL4Chor [6].
•

2.2

The Services layer comprises the actual services available in the SN, and the technologies to
realize, manage and connect them, such as Web service frameworks like Apache Axis [7] and
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) implementations. Once deployed on the proper Business Process
Engine, the executable business processes defined at the Composition layer realize services at
the Service layer.

Service Network Notation

The Service Network Notation (SNN) provides the means to model business interactions among
participants in SNs with a high-level of abstraction. The notation has as intended users the business
analysts that focus on the quantitative economic analysis of SNs to support the decision-making and
the definition of strategies and partnerships.

Figure 2: The SNN meta-model as a UML2 Class Diagram. [1]

Figure 2 presents the meta-model of the SNN notation using a UML2 Class Diagram. A Service
Network is made of participants connected by relations, respectively represented by instances of the
interfaces Participant and Relation. The interface Participant is implemented by the class Business
Entity, which represents providers and consumers of functionalities that generate value in an SN.
There are two kinds of relations, namely offering and revenue. Both kinds of relations connect a
source and a target participant. Offering relations (modeled by the class Offering Relation) specify
which services, specified by the field offering, does the source participant offer to the target. The
offering field of an instance of Offering Relation specifies its actual content that could be, for instance,
goods or services. Revenue relations (modeled by the class Revenue Relation) model the gain that the
source participant has from the target in exchange for some provided offerings. The nature of the
revenue is reported by the field revenue, and it usually sums of money. Offering and revenue relations
can be grouped in Correlations, which identify the boundaries of cohesive business processes (e.g.
choreographies) over which the interactions take place among participants that realize the offering and
revenues. Correlations are important because they provide a way of co-relating offering and revenue
relations (by grouping them in the same business process) with each other, and are instrumental in
deriving abstract business processes from SNN models (see Section 2.4 for more details).
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Figure 3: An example of SNN model based on the eTOM framework. [2]

Figure 3 presents an example of SNN model taken from one of the use cases presented in the eTOM
framework [8]. It depicts an SN comprising four participants: the Customer, the Customer Service
Representative (CSR), the Field Agent and the Agent. The SN comprises two essential business
processes in fault resolution, namely Customer Fault Resolution and Network Fault Resolution. The
Customer Fault Resolution process conceptualizes the Customer’s procedure for reporting a fault to a
CSR: after the reception of a trouble ticket, the CSR delegates the resolution job to a Field Agent, after
which the Field Agent intervenes at the Customer’s site to solve the issue. When the issue is solved,
the Customer pays the CSR for the intervention (in our example we do not cover how the CSR pays
the Field Agent). The Network Fault Resolution business process depicts from a high-level point of
view of how faults are detected by an Agent, who delegates the resolution to the Field Agent in
exchange for a payment.

2.3

Enhanced BPM Lifecycle

The Enhanced BPM Layering presented in Section 2.1 outlines how the different technologies
involved in SNs relate to each other. However, it does not cover the “operational” dimension of the
SN4BPM architecture, namely “what is done and when”; the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle here
introduced covers this missing part. It builds on the established BPM Lifecycle (e.g., [9]) that relates
the phases of the lifecycle with the artifacts that are manipulated and produced in them.
More to the detail, the established BPM Lifecycle we consider is made of the following phases (the
artifacts manipulated by the different phases are underlined):
•

Analysis: it deals with the definition (also known as elicitation) of the functional and nonfunctional requirements for the business processes and services that populate the SNs. The
requirements can be either business- or technical in nature, such as which participants establish
partnerships with, or which service provider to choose for the rendering of a particular service,
and what SLA to establish.
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Abstract
Business
Process
Models

Requirements
Analysis

Modeling

Monitoring

Executable
Business
Process
Instances

IT Refinement

Execution

Deployment

Executable
Business
Process
Models

Figure 4: The established BPM Lifecycle. [1]

•

Modeling: it covers the realization of abstract business process models (e.g. BPMN or Abstract
BPEL models) that fulfill the requirements resulting from the analysis phase. The abstract
business processes resulting from this phase need not to be detailed enough to be run on the
infrastructure; they should have a level of detail suitable for humans (i.e. business analysts and
business process modelers) to understand the overall structure of the final (executable)
processes to be realized later in the lifecycle. It is common that inconsistencies in or
incompleteness of the requirements emerge during the modeling of abstract business processes.
If this is the case, the lifecycle reverts to the analysis phase to solve the issues.

•

IT Refinement: the goal is to obtain executable business process models from the abstract
ones resulting from the Modeling phase, a procedure known as “refinement”. If, during the
refinement, it turns out that some requirements can not be fulfilled (e.g. a certain QoS attribute
can not be satisfied due to limitations of the current technology) or that the abstract business
processes can not be refined into executable ones (e.g. in case there are constructs adopted in
the abstract process models that have no correspondence with what is offered by the
technologies adopted for the executable processes), the lifecycle reverts to the Modeling phase,
and through it possibly to the Analysis phase (if there is no way to fix the issues by changing
the abstract process models).

•

Deployment: executable business process models are deployed on the infrastructure (e.g. a
BPEL execution engine such as Apache ODE [10]), and are made ready for their execution. If
technical difficulties emerge during the deployment (e.g. the engine does not support some
features required to run the executable process models), the lifecycle reverts to the IT
Refinement phase to solve the issues.

•

Execution: the execution of an executable business process model results in a business process
instance (e.g. a running WS-BPEL process). The Execution phase runs mostly in parallel with
the Monitoring phase described below.

•

Monitoring: business process instances produce events, such as the completion of a given
activity or the incurring into a fault or exception, that are used in the Monitoring phase to
assess the state of the instances. The Monitoring phase is complex and it involves a number of
technologies and methodologies that are matter of current research in S-Cube, and more
generally in the BPM community. The interested reader is referred to [11] for a comprehensive
overview of the state of the art of monitoring approaches.

The established BPM Lifecycle presented in Figure 4 is turned into the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle
presented in [1] by adding the Rationalization phase (see Figure 5):
o Rationalization: this phase deals with the modeling, analysis and optimization of SNN
models that are modeled on the basis of the requirements elicited in the Analysis phase, or
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that are extracted from the abstract business process models resulting from the Modeling
phase.

Figure 5: The Enhanced BPM Lifecycle (in highlight the additions
with respect to the established BPM Lifecycle of Figure 4).

On the one hand, the bidirectional connection between
the Analysis and Rationalization
phases symbolizes the modeling
of SNN models starting from the
requirements; on the other end,
new requirements (or changes to
existing ones) may result from
the analysis and optimizations
performed on the SNN models,
such as the decision to replace a
partnership with another, or the
dismissal of a service offering
that does not pay off. The bidirectional correlation between
the
Rationalization
and
Modeling phases regards of
obtaining
abstract
business
process models from SNN ones
and vice-versa, and it is covered

in Section 2.4.
The bi-directional correlations between the Rationalization, Analysis and Modeling phases allow for
different ways of executing the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle, called sequences. Three different sequences
are analysed in [2], focusing on achieving different goals, e.g. refining the requirements on the basis of
the analysis performed in the Rationalization phase, or producing abstract process models that realize
requirements that have been pre-optimized using the SNN analysis techniques.

2.4

Transformations in the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle

The Rationalization and the Modeling phases in the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle presented in Section 2.3
respectively deal with the modeling of SNN and abstract business process models. One of the added
values of the SN4BPM architecture is the capability of semi-automatically producing skeletons of
abstract business process models from business-like requirements expressed in the shape of SNN
models. This is accomplished through two model transformations, called Bottom-Up and Top-Down,
which respectively produce SNN models from the abstract business process ones and vice-versa.

Figure 6. The role of Top-down and Bottom-up transformations in the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle.
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As shown in Figure 6, the Top-down and Bottom-up transformations are the “glue” that binds the
Rationalization and the Modeling phases in the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle. An implementation of the
Bottom-up and Top-down transformations is presented in [2], targeting BPMN 1.0 as the language for
describing the abstract business process models.

3

SN4BPM: Non-Functional View

In the last Section we introduced the SN4BPM architecture focusing thereby on the layering and the
lifecycle of functional artifacts, i.e. SNs, process models, service compositions, and services. In this
Section we will explain how non-functional artifacts, such as KPIs and SLAs, which are needed for
quantitative analysis of SNs, fit into this picture.
We first give an overview of how non-functional aspects fit into the enhanced BPM Layering in
Section 3.1. Then, we explain in Section 3.2 how they are addressed in the phases of the enhanced
BPM Lifecycle. In Section 3.3, we focus on the monitoring of KPIs across participants in SNs.

3.1

Enhanced BPM Layering: Non-Functional View

Section 2 covers the layering and the lifecycle in SN4BPM focusing on functional artifacts such as
SNs, abstract and executable process models, and services. The remainder will explain how nonfunctional properties (NfPs) fit into the picture of SN4BPM.
NfPs are defined based on metrics, which range from simple metrics obtained by measurement (e.g.
service delivery time) or have predefined values (e.g., product price), to composite metrics that are
defined using functions over other metrics (e.g. average service delivery time in a certain time period).
Composite metrics are thus recursively composed using functions that are typically based on
arithmetic and aggregation (avg, max, min, count) operators.
Metrics can be used as a basis for the specification of indicators, namely Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) and Service Level Objectives (SLOs) as part of SLAs. An indicator is defined on a metric and
specifies a target value to be achieved in an analysis period, and allowed thresholds. Indicators are
typically used in performance measurement, in particular in relation with business dashboards [12]. In
that case, an indicator could use the “traffic light function” to specify which metric value ranges lead
to “red”, “yellow”, or “green” results. Key performance indicators (KPIs) are based on metrics chosen
to assess the achievement of business goals. A metric can also be used in guarantees (i.e. SLOs) as
part of an SLA. A guarantee is typically a predicate over a metric (e.g. max(response time) < 20
seconds) that specifies constraints on its values.
Different types of metrics are relevant to the different layers in SN4BPM (see also Section 2.1).
Metrics on layers above may be calculated on the basis of metrics from layers below:
•

Service Network Layer: business metrics are at this layer used for calculating the value of the
SN (detailed in Section 4). Business metrics can be classified in financial metrics (e.g.
revenues), customer-related metrics (e.g. customer satisfaction index), process metrics (e.g.
order fulfillment cycle time), and “learning & growth” metrics (e.g. innovation rate), as used
in the Balanced Scorecard [13]. Some of these metrics, and in particular process metrics, are
obtained from the Process Model and Composition layers below by the means of measurement
and monitoring. Naturally, business metrics can be defined recursively, e.g. customer
satisfaction can be defined using the customer satisfaction index, the number of customer
complaints, deadline adherence, and the average service delivery time. When business metrics
are assigned target values and they are used for assessing the achievement of business goals,
they become KPIs.

•

Process Model and Composition Layers: these two layers deal with process metrics, which
measure process cost, process quality and process duration. Process metrics can be based on
several process models, e.g. when calculating duration across processes in a choreography.
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Process metrics in BPM are evaluated by monitoring the business processes (see Section 3.3,
and are needed on SN level for calculating higher-level business metrics.
•

3.2

Service Layer: The bottom layer contains services implemented by the process models of the
choreography and the service infrastructure on which the services are deployed. This layer
deals with QoS metrics, e.g. response time and availability, which are typically evaluated from
the perspective of the service consumer, and are used in the specification of SLOs in SLAs
between participants. QoS metrics are technical, insofar they measure properties of service
endpoints and infrastructure, but are also process metrics corresponding to QoS properties of
the service implemented by that process, e.g. order processing cycle time (process metric)
corresponds to order delivery time (QoS metric).

Enhanced BPM Lifecycle: Non-Functional View

Process
Metrics

KPIs, SLOs
Analysis

Modeling

Rationalization
Monitoring

IT Refinement
Analysis and
Prediction Models

Execution

Deployment
Process and
QoS Metrics

Measurements

Figure 7: The Enhanced BPM Lifecycle in relation with the metrics used in the different phases.

Figure 7 shows how non-functional aspects fit into the enhanced BPM lifecycle:
•

Analysis: this phase deals with the definition of the functional and non-functional requirements
for the business processes and services that populate the SNs. The non-functional requirements
are specified as KPIs and SLOs as part of SLAs. Both KPIs and SLOs are based on metrics that
contain target values, and guarantees to be achieved; these in turn pose requirements on the
further phases of the lifecycle dealing with the design and monitoring of business processes.

•

Rationalization: in this phase SNs are modeled and analyzed. Quantitative analysis techniques
are used for calculating the value (defined as a KPI) of each participant and of the SN as a
whole (see Section 4). The value calculation and optimization is based on metrics whose values
are either obtained from monitoring of business processes (in a later phase of the lifecycle) or
they are statically defined (e.g. number of workers, product prices), or they are estimated in
case there are no monitoring results available. The results of the quantitative analysis can be
used for the optimization of the SN, which can lead to re-modeling of abstract business
processes in the modeling phase, or even runtime adaptation of business processes if such
mechanisms are in place.

•

Modeling: in this phase, based on dealing with abstract business process models, the process
metrics which KPIs and SLOs are based on are modeled for the business process, specifying its
calculation based on process probes. That means, one specifies which information has to be
measured at process runtime in order to be able to calculate the process metrics (that
information includes state changes of process activities including timestamps, data from
Final Version 1.0, dated March 13, 2009
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process variables etc.). At this stage, simulation techniques can be used for checking whether
KPI and SLO targets can be achieved with existing resources or selected services based on the
process model. Simulation results can lead to optimization of the process model and/or
selection of alternative services or re-planning of resources.
•

IT Refinement: in this phase the abstract processes are refined into executable ones. This
phase shares obvious similarities with the Modeling phase. However, at this stage is available
more technical information, such as the concrete services, leading to the refinement of metric
definitions into a monitoring solution. In this phase, instrumentation of systems for providing
events might be needed. Moreover simulation and QoS aggregation techniques may be
employed to check at design-time whether KPI and SLO targets can be achieved.

•

Deployment and Execution: The processes and the monitoring solutions are deployed to the
corresponding IT infrastructure.

•

Monitoring: The metrics used in KPIs and SLOs are monitored at process run-time. Their
values are typically displayed in dashboards, but they could also be provided to the
rationalization step that calculates the value of the SN and, based on the results, adapts the
process at run-time.

3.3

Monitoring of KPIs in Service Networks

The value calculations in an SN are based on a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which are
measured based on process metrics of the choreographies of the SN. Traditionally, companies have
monitored the performance of their internal processes using established technologies such as Business
Activity Monitoring (BAM) [14]. In the setting of an SN, this is no more sufficient. Organizations
participating in the SN now have and want to share SN relevant information of their internal processes
among each other in order to be able to analyze their own performance in the SN as well as the overall
performance of the SN. Therefore, partner organizations in the SN have to exchange monitoring
information between them.
In [3], we propose an approach of how to model and monitor KPIs across participants in a service
network. We assume that the SN is mapped to service choreography descriptions, as described in
Section 2.3.
For
monitoring
of
the
choreographies in the SN we
take an event-based approach
whereby the participants create a
monitoring
agreement
that
specifies which events each
participant has to provide and
how these events are aggregated
to calculate KPIs. Figure 8
shows the main concepts and
their interrelation needed for the
specification of a monitoring
agreement. The choreography
description
consists
of
participants and abstract process
models implemented by those
Figure 8: Main concepts of the Monitoring Agreement.
participants. Based on the
process
models
of
the
choreography, each participant provides and requests events. An event definition references a process
element (i.e., process, activity, variable) and specifies at which state of that element the event is
emitted (e.g., OrderReceivedEvent is published when Receive Order activity has completed). In
addition, events contain properties needed for calculation of metrics (e.g., timestamp for duration
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specific metrics, or other domain specific process data such as number of ordered products, or
customer type) and correlation with other events (e.g, by using an order identifier). Finally, one has to
specify how events can be obtained at process runtime, e.g. by subscribing to a publish/subscribe
topic. Metrics which serve as basis for KPI definitions are calculated based on functions over events
and other metrics.
The monitoring agreement is specified in the composition layer for a service choreography
description. A choreography description (using an interconnected interface choreography model)
specifies the public processes of the participants in the SN and the message interactions they agree on.
In the same manner, in the monitoring agreement the participants agree on produced and consumed
events.

Figure 9: Monitoring Architecture. [3]

After creation of a monitoring agreement, each participant in the choreography implements its abstract
process model of the choreography, i.e. refining it to an executable process. At the same time, each
participant instruments its process implementation to provide monitoring events to other participants.
The exchange of events can be done using a shared publish/subscribe topic where participants publish
events to and subscribe for events from the others (Figure 9). Each participant can then monitor the
KPIs of the SN using its own BAM solution.
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4

Quantitative Analysis of Service Networks

In this Section we describe a quantitative analysis method for SNs which supports calculation and
maximization of the value of a participant in the SN. This method is applied in the rationalization
phase of the SN4BPM lifecycle (Sections 2.3 and 3.2).
To evaluate and measure their performance within a Service Network and to define business
objectives as part of their strategic behavior, organizations identify KPIs based on key financial
metrics, process metrics, and QoS metrics used in SLAs (see Section 3). For example, the value that a
participant derives from the SN is one such KPI which is again based on several other KPIs such as
the satisfaction of this participant’s customers and revenues. Satisfaction, in turn, depends on many
other metrics such as the service delivery time, which usually should not exceed an upper bound
specified in the relevant SLA.
The participants of a Service Network need to monitor on a periodic basis their KPIs and take
corrective action if needed. The participants’ job could be made significantly easier if they could use
models that predict what the effect on a specific KPI, of a corrective action will be, and even better,
what would be the optimal change (if it can be found) of parameter values (e.g., product prices or
guarantees in SLAs) and processes to yield the best possible change of a specific KPI. In the following
we describe an analysis technique which enables maximization of the value of a participant in the SN
by adjusting dependent metrics (e.g., product prices) [1].
In our model, the KPIs are perceived as functions of all parameters that may affect value. Let
r
xi = ( xi1 ,K , xiK ), i = 1,K n be the input vector (e.g. services, resources, prices) of a partner bi that is used
by the various functions expressing the KPIs of interest. In the telecommunications example
r
introduced in [1], the vector xi for the service provider (SP) could be prices he imposes for the services
r
he offers and the labor rates he pays to his employees. Consider now the function f i ( xi ) that denotes a
KPI for bi due to its participation in the network. For example, this function could represent a revenues
KPI, resulting from the sum of revenues of bi , from all its network partners, to whom bi sells his
services.
Predictions of improvement and optimization of a KPI in our models should also take into account the
constraints that exist. There are two forms of constraints: intrinsic to the partner, such as maximum
capacity of resources (number of people employed, maximum storage and CPU power available, etc.),
and those imposed to the partner through the SLAs, e.g. the maximum price tolerated by a partner’s
services buyer and the maximum delay tolerated for installing a new service.
In the general case, the maximization problem is defined as follows:
r
r
r
max f i ( xi ) s.t. xi < C

(1)

r

where C = (C1 ,K , CK ) is the vector of constraints.
In an SN, each business entity captures value that is given by the sum of the revenues obtained from
interacting with other business entities in a time interval, plus the expected value in the next time
interval. The expected value of a business entity represents the effect that all its relations have upon it
and depends on the expected revenues of the next time period and on the expected degree of
satisfaction that the participant’s buyers have for his services.
The value of a business entity is estimated as the sum of several metrics. Some of these metrics are
relevant to our SNs such as the profits of one of its business units over a certain period (i.e. revenues
minus costs) and the expectation of revenues over the next time period; others are not related, e.g.
savings and capital equipment. Estimating revenues is harder when a business unit is operating alone
in the marketplace (i.e. its customer list is unpredictable and volatile), as opposed to when it is
operating within a network where buyers and sellers are fixed (at least for some time) and customers
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tend to have long-term relationships with their service providers. In such a network it is also feasible
to get customers evaluations about the quality of their providers’ services and integrate them into a
satisfaction index. The satisfaction index Sat in our example is a function of the service delivery time,
the price p paid by the consumer for the service, the throughput requests/hour n1 performed by agents,
the number n2 of customers that withdrew in the last period and the number n3 of customers that
complained in the last period. Although we assume simple dependencies between the satisfaction
index and the other metrics, in a real-case scenario empirical market studies can establish more
accurate relationships.
We next apply the above ideas to our example and formulate a simple price optimization problem. We
assume that calculations take place within a fixed time interval in which the network remains stable in
number of participants. The value Vsp of the service provider at the end of time interval [TN −1 , TN ] as
given in [15] is:
Vsp (TN ) = Rsp (TN ) − Psp (TN ) + vsp (TN )

(2)

n

m

i =1

i =1

where Rsp (TN ) = ∑ pi are the revenues by setting price pi for service type i , Psp (TN ) = ∑ ri are the
payments by setting labor rate ri for type of employee i and vi (TN , Sat ) is the expected value due to all
the relations partner bi has in [TN , TN +1 ] . One way to estimate the expected value is to include the
satisfaction index, the intuition being that a declining satisfaction index should lower revenue
expectations and therefore the value of a relationship, whereas an increasing satisfaction index would
raise revenue expectations and therefore the relationship value. We assume that each partner acting as
a customer to another one, knows its own satisfaction index. We also assume that through market
research, questionnaires to their customers and so on, the suppliers have also knowledge of their
customers’ satisfaction indices. Let Satij (τ ), be the satisfaction of partner b j being a customer of
partner bi at time τ .One way to estimate Satij (τ ), is by using its weighted averages:
(3)
Satij (TN ) = γ i Satij (TN ) + δ i Satij (TN −1 )
where 0 ≤ γ i , δ i ≤ 1 and γ i + δ i = 1 . The estimation of the expected value of the relationship between
partners bi and b j in [TN , TN +1 ] is thus:

vij (TN ) = Rij (TN ) +

Satij (TN ) − Satij (TN −1 )
Sat ij (TN −1 )

Rij (TN ) =

Satij (TN )
Satij (TN −1 )

Rij (TN ).

(4)

The expected value of all the relationships that a partner has as “downstream” in the service system,
i.e. with all those partners who are the receivers of its offerings, is given by:

vi (TN ) =

∑ v (T
ij

N

).

(5)

tij ∈ X

The above parameters are needed to calculate value according to Equation 2. We assume that an upper
bound on p and a labor rate r are given. Response time t is specified in SLAs as upper bound and is
monitored and calculated in the BPM layering stack (see Section 3.3). n and n1 are monitored and
calculated in the BPM layering stack and are used in order to calculate t . n2 and n3 are calculated by
the BPM layering stack and are given together with t and n in the SN level in order to calculate the
satisfaction and the value of the partners according to the equation 2. In order to determine a price
p such that the value of the service provider is maximized we solve the maximization problem given
in equation 1 that is formed in the given example as follows:
n
m
r
⎫
max Vsp ( p) ⎫⎪ max(∑ pi − ∑ ri + vsp (TN , Sat (t , p, n1 , n2 , n3 )) ⎪
⎬
i =1
i =1
r r ⎬⇒
s.t. p < pSLA ⎪⎭
r r
⎪
s.t. p < pSLA
⎭
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r

r

r

r

r

where r is a function of p : r = g ( p) and pSLA is the upper bound of the price vector given in the SLA
between the customer and the service provider. We assume that time t is a parameter that is given to us
by the analysis phase of the lifecycle described in Section 2.3. We then calculate the price vector that
maximizes value according to that price vector.

5

Summary and Future Work

In this deliverable we have presented initial results on models and mechanisms for quantitative
analysis of correlations between KPIs, and SLAs, defined in SNs and underlying business processes.
We have employed service network models for quantitative analysis based on KPIs, which enables
strategic decisions for participants such as determination of optimal prices. In order to perform the
analysis on SN level and implement its results in BPM, SNs have to be connected to the BPM stack.
We have therefore introduced the SN4BPM architecture describing an enhanced BPM layering and
lifecycle.
The future work in this area includes refining and implementing the initial results and extending the
approach. First, we intend to develop new quantitative analysis methods for Service Networks based
on game theory involving domain specific KPI-models as well as simulation techniques for SNs. In
particular, we want to consider not only optimization from the point of view of a single partner in the
SN but also global optimization from the point of view of the whole SN.
In a similar way we plan to apply social network analysis techniques to SNs in specific domains. An
example of currently ongoing investigation is in the analysis of the software architecting domain of
on-line communities of practice, as described in [16]. Next to monitoring KPIs, social network
analysis techniques can be used to also detect SN behaviors needing improvement, and provide
feedback for bottom-up refinement of the SN models.
Considering SN4BPM, we will refine the existing modeling notation of service networks in order to
achieve a higher automation of the transformation from SN models to abstract BPMN process models.
The cross-organizational monitoring approach will be refined and integrated with the SN analysis,
providing results directly into the rationalization phase enabling prediction and faster reaction to the
violation of KPI targets. The analysis and optimization on SN level results in need for adaptations on
process level. In particular, in case of outsourcing decisions on SN level, the corresponding underlying
business processes have to be fragmented. Fragmentation mechanisms will be devised together with
the work package JRA-2.2.
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Abstract. Networks of interdependent organizations cooperate to produce goods
or, nowadays, services that are of value to their markets as well as to the participating organizations. Such co-operations can be supported by corresponding business processes which are based on SOA technology. Developing and managing
SOA-based business processes in such service networks necessitates a comprehensive architecture which is on the one hand grounded on solid design principles,
and on the other hand capturing best-practices and experiences. Such an architecture is currently lacking. This paper outlines a first attempt to develop and validate
an architecture for developing, monitoring, measuring and optimizing SOAenabled business processes in service networks. A case study from the telecommunications industry is analyzed, and different aspects of service networks are
addressed.
Keywords: Service Value Network, Key Performance Indicator, Business
Process Management, Business Activity Monitoring.

1 Introduction
The emerging service economy and the advances in information technology have dramatically increased the complexity of understanding how organizations evolve within a
world of interactions and partnerships. Instead of large, vertically integrated organizations, we observe the emergence of globe-spanning networks of interdependent companies that cooperate to provide value to their markets based on services (so-called service
value networks). Business processes technology is used to prescribe how organizations
work internally and how they work together to achieve the value of the service network.
But the overall management of the corresponding business processes is growing more
complex because of the inter-organizational and intra-organizational nature of business
processes supporting the complex web of interactions of service value networks.
*
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Several studies focus on creating and reconfiguring service value networks (see
[1,3]). [1] proposes a methodology for analyzing the dynamics of value in networks at
the operational, tactical, and strategic level with an emphasis on visualization and
qualitative methods. In [2], the authors combine IT systems analysis with economicbased business modeling in order to build an e-business model that specifies e-business
scenarios rather than on defining values. Besides the qualitative approaches, there is a
growing need for quantitative methods. [3] presents a method for computing values by
taking into consideration partners’ satisfaction and additional value that is accrued by
the relationship levels developed by the various partners.
In this paper we will focus our attention on Service Networks (SNs) (see [4,5]): it
offers services that are obtained by composing other services provided inside the SN
by a diversity of service providers by means of business processes.
From the operational view of the service network, one should focus on the management of the business processes and the monitoring of financial and operational
measures of performance also called Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in order to
evaluate or improve them. Examples are overall process execution time, percentage of
service requests fulfilling Quality of Service specifications, customer satisfaction
index, etc. Business Process Management (BPM) together with Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) support organizations in the continuous improvement of their
business’s performance through the effective convergence of IT and business [6].
From the business view of the service network, there is a need to define the activities that achieve business goals such as cost cuts, market share increase, profit increase, customer satisfaction increase etc. Moreover, different partners may have
different business goals, which may possibly be conflicting. For instance, one partner
may be more interested in customer satisfaction, which may require an increase in
costs to be achieved. This may be unacceptable for partners whose first priority is cost
reduction. In [3] it is shown how the concept of value, properly defined, can be used
as a unifying concept for studying service networks (called service value networks in
that context) instead of the various heterogeneous business goals.
In this paper, we address the currently existing gap between business strategy and
business models from one side and service system implementations on the other side.
Strategic decisions (such as how to restructure the network; whether to leave a particular network to join another; or whether it is advantageous to join multiple networks at the same time; etc.) have to be made by the partners in order to increase their
own value. Restructuring of a service network may be required to respond to competing networks or innovation in processes and technologies. Changes in the structure of
the service network could drastically affect network partners’ business objectives
and/or network-wide business processes. Unfortunately, the current methods and tools
for developing and managing service networks are highly fragmented, merely providing support for isolated parts of the huge task. This paper outlines a first attempt to
develop and validate a comprehensive methodology for developing, monitoring,
measuring and optimizing SOA-enabled business processes in SNs. We have developed the Service Network Notation (SNN) to represent participants in a SN and their
interactions in terms of offerings and revenues. Such a comprehensive methodology is
currently lacking. By adding SNs on top of the current BPM stack, analysts focusing
on strategic goals of a business benefit from the detailed description and functionality
of the business processes without being directly involved with BPM. This level of
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abstraction that is achieved through the linkage of SN to BPM provides them a better
understanding of how to accomplish their goals.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces SNs
through an example borrowed from the telecommunications industry. Section 3 introduces a meta-model of the SN. Section 4 shows how to analyze SNs and describe
their basic properties. Section 5 describes standard BPM approaches, while section 6
proposes a novel architecture, SN4BPM, linking SN and BPM. Finally, section 7
provides some concluding remarks and discusses directions for future work.

2 SN by Example
In this section we describe the structure of service networks through an example taken
from the telecommunications industry. Considering the methodology developed in
[3], we model the service network of the telecommunications companies as a flow
graph which comprises nodes (economic entities) and transfer objects (offerings
which could be goods, services, information).
Our example is based on the Enhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM) [7]
which is a reference framework for categorizing all the business activities that a service provider may use. In particular, we will describe the service network that is
formed in order to set up a new service. We consider the following entities that collaborate with each other: the service provider (SP) offers services (realized as bundles of services such as orders for digital subscriber line, wireless, Internet data centre
services, etc) to the subscribers. The external partners of the SP include the suppliers
who provide resources (equipment, infrastructure, etc) and content providers with
whom the SP co-operates in order to produce the bundle of services offered to the
subscriber (e.g. video on demand, music educational content etc.) The internal partners of the SP (who can be outsourced and become external partners as well) are the
call centre who provides information to subscribers over the telephone, the sales agent
who provides prices for the different services to the subscribers, the service agent who
is responsible for the set up and configuration of a subscriber’s order, the field agent
who performs service installations at the subscriber’s site, the account manager who
creates updates and manages accounts once the order is fulfilled and the billing agent
who is responsible for the management of the billing system.
In Fig. 1, we provide a representation of the service network showing the relations
created among the various entities. The economic entities are represented by circles
and offering flows are represented through arcs. There are two types of offerings:
services (depicted by solid arrows) and revenues (depicted by dashed arrows). A possible scenario for this example could be the following: A new subscriber contacts the
call centre and orders the digital subscriber line service. The call centre enters the
subscriber’s information (name, address, etc.) to a customer information system and
asks the sales agent to determine which services can be provided to this specific subscriber. The sales agent provides a list of possible services to the call centre which in
turn informs the subscriber. The subscriber selects the service he wants and makes the
order. The call centre submits the order to an order management system of the service
provider. The account manager creates a new account for the subscriber and the service
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Fig. 1. The service network for a new service set up

agent configures the requested service and asks the field agent to install the equipment
at the subscriber’s site. As soon as the field agent completes his work, the service agent
activates the new service.
The participants of the network, at the business level, are primarily interested in
making sure that they derive value from their participation in the network. Participants in the network are also interested in promoting their own more general business
objectives through their participation in the network, such as for example their market
share, or their effectiveness in responding to market needs and being innovative, or
their customer satisfaction. In section 4, we show how all these business objectives
can be interconnected and also linked to IT level performance criteria such as SLAs,
business processes, workflows performance etc.

3 SNN Meta-model
The meta-model for the SNN is shown in Fig. 2 as a UML2 Class Diagram. A Service
Network consists of participants that are connected by relations. Participants and
relations are represented by instances of the interfaces Participant and Relation. Instances of service networks, participants and relations have a name and are uniquely
identified by an identifier. The interface Participant is implemented by the class Business Entity, representing providers and consumers of functionalities that generate
value in a service network. SNN models comprise two kinds of relations: offering and
revenue. Both kinds of relations connect a source and a target participant. Offering
relations (modeled by the class Offering Relation) specify what services are offered
(specified by the field offering) by the source participant (acting as service provider)
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Fig. 2. A UML2 Class Diagram describing the SNN meta-model

to the target. Offerings could be goods or services, or a combination of both. Revenue
relations (class Revenue Relation) describe the gain that the target participant has
from the source in exchange for provided service. Revenues (modeled by the field
revenue) are usually sums of money.
Generally, a SNN model describes interactions among a set of participants that
take place over multiple, unrelated business processes. All the offering and revenue
relations that take place over the same business process are correlated. Correlations
allow to immediately visualize which parts of an SNN models pertain to a given business process, and which not.

4 Analysis of SNs
Organizations are expected to work worldwide fostering complex relations and developing complementary skills to generate and exchange goods, services or information.
In order to evaluate and measure the performance of an organization within a service
network and define business objectives as part of the firm’s strategic behavior, the
organization identifies specific KPIs [8]. Apart from measurements that take place at
the BPM lifecycle (described in Section 6), KPIs are connected to parameters given in
SLAs and parameters given by the interacting participants. For example, the value
that a participant derives from the network is a KPI and could be connected, among
other factors, to the satisfaction of this participant’s customers. Satisfaction, in turn,
depends on many factors such as the service delivery time, which usually should not
exceed an upper bound specified in the relevant SLA.
To implement this service network, quite a few business processes must be deployed
and operate such as: “order receipt”, “order handling”, “service configuration”, “service
installation”, and “inquiries and complaint handling”. These processes are distributed
between several business units and business partners. To efficiently implement all these
processes, SLAs will have to be agreed between partners. For example a cost KPI and
cost reduction target for the SP will be affected by SLA requirements that a new service
installation has to handled within a very limited timeframe, since the SP will have to pay
service technicians and engineers to be available and on call to cover all new services
requests by customers. Value derived from the network for, say, a content provider is
affected by costs incurred for having sufficient equipment available to handle any realtime requests for content. On the other hand, if SLAs are not satisfied, then penalties for
non-SLA compliance may have to be applied and customers’ satisfaction may drop,
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thereby reducing the value derived for the content provider from its participation in the
network.
It can therefore be seen that if business processes are implemented in sloppy and
inefficient ways, or system and/or human resources are not used judiciously and are
either wasted or under-provided, then the whole service network may break down,
simply because the individual partners will not be achieving their desired KPIs and/or
they will not be deriving sufficient value from their participation in the network. We
now present elements of our modelling effort that tries to link satisfaction of business
objectives and KPIs with SLAs and business process performance yardsticks.
The partners of a service network need to monitor on a periodic basis their KPIs
and take corrective action as need be. The partners’ job could be made significantly
easier if they could use models that predict what the effect on a specific KPI, of a
corrective action will be, and even better, what would be the optimal change (if this
can be found) of parameter values and processes to yield the best possible change of a
specific KPI. We are working on such models, and in what follows, we show how
these models could be applied to our telecom’ example to improve a specific KPI.
In our models, the KPIs are perceived as functions of all parameters that may affect
their value. The shape of these functions can be affected by the structure of the business processes (for example, if the telecom provider in our example innovates and
elimininates the need of technicians to install a new service, then a technician labor
rate will obviously cease to have an effect on the function expressing the dependence
r
of a cost KPI to various cost parameters). Let xi = ( xi1 ,K , xiK ), i = 1,K n be the input

vector (e.g. services, resources, prices etc.) of a node (economic entity) bi that is used
by the various functions expressing the KPIs of interest. For example, in the teler
communications example the vector xi for the SP could be prices he imposes for the
services he offers and the labor rates he pays to his employees. Consider now the
r
function f i ( xi ) that denotes a KPI for bi due to its participation in the network. For
example, this function could represent a revenues KPI, resulting from the sum of
revenues of bi , from all its network partners, to whom bi sells his services.
On the other hand, any prediction of improvement or even optimization of a KPI in
our models, should also take into account constraints that exist. There are two forms
of constraints: those that are intrinsic to the partner, such as maximum capacity of
resources (number of people employed, maximum storage and CPU power available,
etc.) and those that are imposed to the partner through the SLAs, for example maximum price tolerated by a partner’s services buyer, or maximum delay tolerated for
installing a new service in our telecom example, etc.
In general therefore, we can define the following maximization problem:
r
r
r
(1)
max f i ( xi ) s.t. xi < C
r
where C = (C1 ,K , CK ) is the vector of constraints.
Next, we apply this framework to the telecommunications example. We choose to
focus on value created for each partner, since this KPI has also been studied by us for
other examples as well, see [3]. Though there are multiple ways to express value in
models, we choose a relatively simple one: each participant captures value which is
given by the sum of profits from interacting with nodes in a time interval and the
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expected value in the next time interval. The expected value of a participant represents the effect that all its relations have upon it and depends on the expected revenues of the next time period and on the expected degree of satisfaction that the participant’s buyers have for his services.
How close is this representation of value to common practices in the marketplace?
We claim that it is very close. The value of a business entity is usually estimated as
the sum of several components, some of which are relevant to our service networks
such as the profits of a business unit over a certain period (revenues minus costs) and
the expectation of revenues over the next time period, and some of which are not
related such as savings, capital equipment, etc. Notice also that estimating revenues is
harder when a business unit is operating alone in the marketplace (its customer list
being unpredictable and volatile) as opposed to when a business entity is operating
within a network where buyers and sellers are fixed (at least for some period of time)
and where customers tend to have long term relationships with their service providers.
In such a network it is also feasible to get customers evaluations about the quality of
their providers’ services and integrate them into a “satisfaction index”. Satisfaction
index Sat in our example is a function of the service delivery time, the price p paid
by the customer for the service, the requests/hour n1 performed by agents, the number
n2 of customers that withdrew in the last period and the number n3 of customers that
complained in the last period. Although we give here simple examples of dependencies between the satisfaction index and the other parameters, empirical market studies
can establish more accurate relationships.
Let us now apply the above ideas to our example and formulate a simple price optimization problem. We assume that calculations take place within a fixed time interval in which the network remains stable in number of participants. The value Vsp of
the service provider at the end of time interval [TN −1 , TN ] as given in [3] is:
Vsp (TN ) = Rsp (TN ) − Psp (TN ) + vsp (TN )

(2)

n

where Rsp (TN ) = ∑ pi are the revenues by setting price pi for service type i ,
i =1

m

Psp (TN ) = ∑ ri are the payments by setting labor rate ri for type of employee i and
i =1

vi (TN , Sat ) is the expected value due to all the relations partner bi has in [TN , TN +1 ] .
(For a more detailed description see [3].)
In order to calculate value according to equation 2 we need to calculate the above
parameters. An upper bound on price p and a labor rate r are given in Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) between the service provider and the customer and the service
provider and his employees respectively. Response time t is given in SLAs as upper
bound and is calculated by the lower levels of the BPM layering stack. n and n1 are
calculated by the BPM layering stack and are used in order to calculate t . n2 and n3
are calculated by the BPM layering stack and are given together with t and n in the
SN level in order to calculate the satisfaction and the value of the participants according to the equation 2.
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In order to determine price p such that the value of the service provider is maximized we solve the maximization problem given in equation 1 that is formed in the
given example as follows:
n
m
r
⎫
max Vsp ( p ) ⎫⎪ max(∑ pi − ∑ ri + vsp (TN , Sat (t , p, n1 , n2 , n3 )) ⎪
⇒
⎬
i =1
i =1
r r ⎬
s.t. p < pSLA ⎪⎭
r r
⎪
s.t. p < pSLA
⎭

(3)

r
r r
r
r
where r is a function of p : r = g ( p ) and pSLA is the upper bound of the price vector
given in the SLA between the customer and the service provider. We assume that time
t is a parameter that is given to us by the analysis phase of the lifecycle described in
section 6. We then calculate the price vector that maximizes value according to that
price vector. In section 6 we will explain how this procedure enables the business
analyst to adapt a changing environment to the participants’ needs.

5 BPM Layering
From our study so far we have realized that in order to calculate KPIs and improve
the performance of the network, we need to connect SN to BPM. For example, the
response time depends on how business processes are performed and can only be
calculated based on a detailed description of the corresponding business processes.
The currently accepted Business Process Management Layers will serve as a basis
for the implementation/enactment of SNs. These different layers exhibit different
levels of abstraction and different purpose of the models involved. The introduction of
SNs as an additional layer on top of that stack has the goal of simplifying the procedure of modeling business processes that achieve strategic goals and hence reducing
the gap between the business experts’ view and the IT view on business processes.
The extended BPM layering is shown in Fig. 3.
The process models layer contains process models defined in an abstract technology-independent manner. The target user group is mainly the group of business analysts. The processes are modeled in a coarse-grained manner - the main functional
blocks are identified and connected, and no implementation details are specified here.

Fig. 3. Enhanced BPM Layering
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This layer contains choreographies as well as orchestrations ([9], [10], [11]. The composition layer is the one with technology-specific definitions of process models. The
target user group is the technical analysts. Both, choreographies and orchestrations are
represented at this layer in terms of artifacts of a particular technology and refined
and enriched with implementation-specific details [12], [13].
The service layer represents the set of available services that are exposed for use by
the composition layer. The implementations of services are transparent, as well as the
platforms on which they are deployed.

6 Enhanced BPM Lifecycle
In the BPM state of the art, the different techniques and technologies focusing on
business processes are connected with each other by the BPM lifecycle, presented in
Fig. 4 on the left. It comprises six phases: analysis, modeling, IT refinement, deployment, execution and monitoring.
The analysis phase consists of the elicitation of the requirements for the business
processes. The modeling phase revolves around the design of abstract, high-level
business processes (e.g., BPMN models, abstract BPEL processes) from the requirements gathered during the analysis phase. The abstract business process models, while
not immediately executable, outline the overall structure of the final processes to a
level of detail suitable to humans. Often during the modeling phase there are defects
that emerge in the collected requirements. In such cases, the lifecycle reverts to the
analysis phase in order to solve the issues. Abstract business processes models are
transformed into executable process models during the IT refinement phase. The deployment phase deals with deploying on the enterprise information infrastructure the
executable processes models produced in the IT refinement phase.
Once deployed, executable business process models enter the execution phase,
where they are finally run. During their execution, processes instances produce events
conveying information about executed activities, their performance, exceptions and
faults that occur, and more. The events are collected and analyzed in the monitoring
phase to adapt business process instances, measure KPIs, keep track of the overall
state of the system, capture trends and patterns in the current usage of the processes,
etc. The data processed in the monitoring phase are also taken into account in the
analysis phase of the following iteration of the BPM lifecycle, providing feedback to
evolve the business process models.

Fig. 4. The comparison between BPM lifecycle and enhanced BPM lifecycle
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The canonical BPM lifecycle explained so far needs to be extended in order to
benefit from the SNN and the analysis methods introduced in section 4. Fig. 4 (right
side) presents the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle, obtained by adding a new phase, called
rationalization, which deals with the modeling and analysis of SNN models.
The rationalization phase produces information which is used during either the
modeling or analysis phase. We envision three ways of sequencing analysis, rationalization and modeling in the enhanced BPM lifecycle: analysis–rationalization–
analysis, modeling–rationalization–analysis and analysis–rationalization–modeling.
In the analysis–rationalization–analysis sequence (Fig. 5), the requirements resulting
from the analysis phase are used in the rationalization one to create SNN models that
represent the values flows among the participants. For example, the value calculation
analysis described in section 4.1 is based on the requirements (e.g. an upper bound of
the service delivery time) obtained from the analysis phase. The results are taken into
account when modifying the abstract processes in order to maximize value. The new
information on the desired characteristics of the process are then integrated with the
previous set of requirements during another iteration of the analysis phase, during
which takes place the resolution of conflicts that may arise between the original and
new set of requirements.
In the modeling–rationalization–analysis sequence (Fig. 6), the existing abstract
process resulting from the modeling phase is transformed into an SNN model through
a BottomUp transformation. The value-maximizing analysis is then applied to the
SNN model, producing a new set of requirements (e.g. a decreased upper bound of the
service delivery time), which are integrated with the already existing ones in the upcoming iteration of the analysis phase. By analyzing SNN models extracted from
abstract processes coming from outside the enterprise, it is possible to study the value
flows from the point of view of the adopter of the processes and, for instance, take
strategic decisions such as re-negotiate of the processes shared among participants.

Fig. 5. The analysis-rationalization-analysis sequence

Fig. 6. The modeling-rationalization-analysis sequence
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Fig. 7. The analysis-rationalization-modeling sequence

In the analysis–rationalization–modeling sequence (Fig. 7), the requirements resulting from the analysis phase are used in the rationalization phase to realize one or
more SNN models. These models are transformed into abstract process models by
applying TopDown transformations. The transformations use the correlations among
offering and revenue relations to define the boundaries of the conversations involving
the participants in the service networks.
The analysis–rationalization–modeling and modeling–rationalization–analysis sequences create a bond between SNN models and the abstract process models developed
during the enhanced BPM lifecycle. Revenue and offering relations connecting parties
in SNN models are translated into conversations and interactions in the abstract processes. Changes to SNN models (i.e., the removal of a revenue relation) can be mapped,
through changes in the requirements, to changes to be applied to the abstract processes.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
Currently, we are witnessing an evolution in service oriented economies that need technological means to support them. In this paper we propose an architecture to coordinate
business processes lifecycle and bridge existing gaps between technical and business
perspectives. Our approach provides an abstract way to support business processes (in
the SN level) and conversely a detailed description of the service network (in the BPM
level). Next, we aim to formulate variations of optimization problems involving different kinds of KPIs and SLAs. The behavior of competing networks is also an open problem to be addressed possibly through means of game theoretic concepts. In this context,
as interaction among different business roles in the process of providing a service is a
key element in understanding and observing service systems, the field of game theory
becomes a useful tool for identifying rules and strategies that optimize business objectives. As it was already done, all these studies have to be linked to the lifecycle management of business processes so that any progress made at the optimization level can
be exploited by the business analysts.
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Abstract: The Internet has catered for the transformation of traditional “stovepiped” service companies
into global service networks fostering co-production of value to more effectively and efficiently satisfy
the ever-growing demands of mundane customers. The catalyst of this change is the happenstance of
Service Oriented Computing, providing a natural distributed computing technology paradigm for
implementing and evolving such highly distributed networks of autonomous trading partners with
coordinate and cooperative actions. However, how to faithfully (re-)map service networks, including
value flows and inter-party interactions, to business processes and service realizations and vice-versa is
still partly terra incognita.
In this paper, we introduce a semi-automatic model transformation approach for creating the abstract
business processes that take place between trading partners from models representing the service
networks, assuming extremely limited human-involvement focused on selecting reusable
transformation patterns. This approach is explored and validated using a realistic case study reflecting
best practices in the telecommunications industry.
Keywords: service networks, SOC, BPMN, business process management

1

Introduction

The services industry has become the leading contributor to business activities in developed economies,
encompassing sectors such as logistics, education, publishing, finance, healthcare, telecom and
government. The digitally networked service economy, driven by distributed computing technologies such
as Service Oriented Computing (SOC) [1], is believed to revolutionize the way in which these companies
conduct business, enabling exiting new business models such as service networks.
Service Networks (SNs) [5,15] leverage end-to-end service interactions between network partners that
embody a succession of business processes typically cutting across organizational boundaries and spanning
various geographical locations. Service networks properly sequence service activities according to the flow
definitions in a business process model into end-to-end service constellations, assign work items to the
appropriate human actors or groups, and ensure that both human- and systems-based activities are
performed within agreed-upon timeframes and QoS criteria.
SOC is touted as the de-facto distributed enterprise-computing technology for developing and evolving
SNs. In a SOC-based environment, business processes can be implemented as networks of choreographed
services between- and orchestrated services within- network partners, relying on global standards including
BPEL and WSDL. Business Process Management (BPM) [2] is a natural supplement to SOC through
which business activities can be monitored and measured across business processes and services, while
maximizing business value in service networks. In a nutshell, BPM has been evolved into a comprehensive
lifecycle model that encompasses (graphical) process analysis & design, process execution, and process
monitoring and reporting capabilities.
SOC-based design & development in tandem with BPM-based management of SNs should be grounded
on a methodology, offering a consistent body of methods, notations and tools. As a first fundamental step,
[5] proposed the Service Network Notation (SNN) as a novel modeling language enabling quantitative
economic analysis of SNs to ascertain the optimal constellation of collaborative economic agents resulting
in maximum economic value. This notation is equipped with concepts to model participants in service
networks and their interactions in terms of offerings, i.e. services and/or functionalities provided to other
participants, and revenues, the compensation for fulfillment of an offering to another participant, such as
payments. Service networks described as SNN models can be analyzed to optimize the value generated in
the network using financial metrics like cost, revenues and customer satisfaction. Further evolution of the
SNN notation and its related analysis techniques will concern the simulation of service networks to

discover value anomalies (e.g., services or partnerships that do not produce as much value as expected)
before the actual services are realized and deployed, and to perform different types of “what-if” analysis,
such as study the changes of value flows upon replacements of services and partners, broadening or
shrinking of the market (i.e., more participants join or live the service networks). It is the purpose of this
paper to pursue new steps in the direction of the alignment of service networks and the underpinning
business processes to realize such a comprehensive service network analysis, development and
management methodology.
The development of business processes and services are already part of the current state of the art of
subsequently BPM and SOC, and is well understood [12]. Therefore, we will not any further consider them
in this work. Also, mapping business processes and services has been extensively scrutinized in the field of
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [11] and Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [10]. MDA is an effort of
the Object Management Group providing the foundations and promoting the generation of programming
code from models. Model transformations are subject of research since the 80s and are very relevant in for
software development. Transformations are used to generate new models (for instance, source code in some
programming language) from other models (e.g. UML2 Class Diagrams) using repeatable (automatic)
processes expressed in the shape of rules [9].
Similarly to their applications to software engineering, MDE and MDA harbor huge potential benefits
for BPM and service networks. In BPM, a wide variety of transformations have been devised to facilitate
the generation, for instance, of executable business processes from abstract ones (such as, but not limited
to, [17,18]). In the ambit of service networks, one of the links currently missing is how to exploit the
information about value flows among participants contained in SNN models to streamline the generation of
those business processes that are the backbone of the service networks, and vice-versa how to extract
service network representations from existing abstract business processes. In this paper we bridge this gap
by introducing a transformation approach for constructing business processes in from models of service
networks and the other way around, which is accelerated through the usage of process interaction patterns
that can be injected during the transformation processes. This results into an approach that is one of
continuous (re-)design, scoping, refinement and adjustment of service network- and abstract business
process models.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the SN4BPM architecture on which our
transformation is grounded. Section 3 then introduces a realistic running example of a service network for
customer- and network fault handling. In Section 4 a staged transformation method to map SNs into
business processes is subsequently described, after which Section 5 elaborates the transformation
mechanisms in detail. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with conclusions and directions future work.

2

The SN4BPM Architecture

The SN4BPM (Fig. 1) entails a stratified architecture that serves as the foundation for realizing business
processes in service networks. This architecture unifies the
BPM [11] and SOC [1] standards stacks for realizing service
networks, fostering a clean separation of concerns among the
devising of the strategies, partnerships and their effects, the
abstract business processes realizing them, the executable
business processes and the underpinning IT infrastructure.
At the top layer of this architecture, the Service Network
layer encompasses service network models that serve as the
basis of analyzing, simulating and optimizing networked
constellations of business partners, each of which contributes
to the network processes, while adding value.
The Process models layer deals with modeling abstract
business processes with languages such as the Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [4]. Abstract business
process models are implementation agnostic, and harness
processes as orchestrations of services, each of which realizes
Fig. 1. The SN4BPM stack.
an activity and is executed according to a control flow that
may be private or public to the partners in the SN. Abstract business processes thus omit implementation
details that are necessary to the execution of the business processes (e.g., the endpoint of the services to

interact with). Abstract business processes can be partitioned into business process fragments that group
independent and cohesive subsets of interactions among the participants. For example, an abstract business
process CustomerProblemHandling in a telecommunications service network can be partitioned into two
cohesive business process fragments, viz., ProblemDiagnostics and ProblemFixing.
In particular, abstract processes are realized as executable processes in the Composition layer, where
they can be rendered as choreographies, which provide a global view on the (inter- and intraorganizational) multiparty collaborations focusing on the message-based communication among partners,
or orchestrations, which specify and connect into executable workflows the activities performed and the
message exchanges performed by a participant or a service. Executable business processes are technologydependent, and are usually modeled using languages such as the Web Services Business Process Execution
Language (WS-BPEL) [7] and BPEL4Chor [8], respectively focusing on orchestrations and
choreographies. The Services layer provides the set of discrete services available in the service network,
relying on open standards based message backbone, enabled by SOC infrastructural plumbing technologies
such as an Enterprise Service Bus [16].

3

The Service Network Notation

The transformation approach will be illustrated and explored with a simple and realistic running example
concerning a service network for resolving resource and service problems that are reported by Telco
clients, e.g., connection problems, in a telecommunications service network comprised of consumers,
intermediaries, telco service providers and suppliers. This case study is based on a description of standard,
end-to-end business processes in the eTOM Business Process Framework [3]. For reasons of
understandability we will now briefly explain the basic concepts in SNN.

Fig. 2. The SNN meta-model.
The Service Network Notation meta-model is depicted in Fig. 2 using a UML2 Class Diagram. Participants
in a service network are modeled as Business Entities. Interactions among network participants are modeled
in terms of offering relations and revenue relations connecting the corresponding business entities. Each
offering and revenue relation has a source and target participant: the source participant of an offering
relation provides a commodity to the target. Similarly, the source of a revenue relation transfers economic
value to the target in return for a value offering. A Correlation aggregates all the offering and revenue
relations that represent interactions grouped in the same business process fragment.
Fig. 3 depicts our running example as an SNN model based on the meta-model of Fig. 2. It focuses on
two essential processes in fault resolution, the Customer Fault Resolution and the Network Fault Resolution
business process. The Customer Fault Resolution process conceptualizes the customer’s procedure for
reporting a fault to a Customer Service Representative (CSR): after the reception of a trouble ticket, the
CSR delegates the resolution job to a Field Agent, after which the Field Agent intervenes at the Customer’s
site to solve the issue. When the issue is solved, the Customer pays for the intervention.
The SNN model captures this scenario among the three business entities, Customer, CSR and Field
Agent as follows. The provisioning of the resolution service from the CSR to the Customer is represented
as a directed arrow labeled as the Customer Support offering. The Field Agent supplies the Customer with
the Fix Failure service and the CSR with the Solve Ticket service. The Customer pays for the intervention
by generating revenue for the CSR, which is modeled with the dotted directed arrow labeled Pay
Intervention pointing to the CSR. The Customer Support, Solve Ticket, Fix Failure and Pay Intervention
relations are correlated (the star-like symbol connecting them) because they all take place within the

context a single business process fragment, called Customer Fault Resolution, with a clearly demarcated
start and end.

Fig. 3. An SNN model representing the eTOM example.
The Network Fault Resolution business process involves the Field Agent and Agent business entities.
The Agent notifies the Field Agent of a failure in the network that requires fixing, and the Field Agent
solves the problem. In the SNN, this is modeled by having the Field Agent business entity providing the
Agent with the Resolve Network Fault offering, while the Agent remunerates the Field Agent through the
Pay Intervention revenue. Since the Resolve Network Fault offering relation and the Pay Intervention
revenue relation take place in the Network Fault Resolution business process, they are associated by a
correlation called Network Fault Resolution.

4

Transformations in the Enhanced BPM Lifecycle

The development practices and activities for developing service-enabled processes in SNs are organized
and integrated by the
enhanced BPM lifecycle
introduced in [5], which is
depicted in Fig. 4.
This lifecycle extends the
traditional BPM lifecycle by
introducing a phase called
Rationalization that deals
with the design, optimization
and simulation of SNN
Fig. 4. The enhanced BPM lifecycle.
models. The Analysis phase
elicits and collects business process requirements, and resolves requirement inconsistencies and
incompleteness. The Modeling phase addresses design, maintenance and evolution of abstract business
process models. The IT refinement phase centers on realizing executable process models, which are then
deployed on the IT infrastructure during the Deployment phase. The Execution phase enables the execution
of processes, and generating execution trails which are used in the Monitoring phase to adapt particular
process instances while still running, detect trends and patterns in the current usage of the processes, keep
track of the overall state of the system, etc.
Transformations are the mortar that bind the new elements of the enhanced BPM lifecycle with the wellestablished practices of the standard BPM lifecycle, enabling the analyst to move from the Modeling phase
to the Rationalization phase and vice-versa as shown in Fig. 4. The connections between the Analysis and
Rationalization phases are based on one direction on modeling SNN models that capture the requirements
specified on the Analysis phase, and on the other on extracting new requirements from optimized SNN
models. The transformations that are scrutinized in this paper foster in the lifecycle the bi-directional
synchronization of artifacts designed during the Modeling- and Rationalization phases, viz. the SNN model
and the abstract business process model that are logically associated through the stratified SN4BPM
architecture.

5

The Transformation Approach

Enhanced business process management is facilitated when the business analyst may easily progress from
one phase to the next and back to iteratively develop service-enabled processes for new service networks,
and to incrementally deal with changes in existing ones. While not incremental and iterative, the SN2BPM
transformation approach represent an initial step towards this vision, predefining the overall process of
mapping service network models into abstract business process model through a multi-step approach,
involving TopDown and BottomUp transformations, named after the relative directions in traversing the
SN4BPM stack of Fig. 1. Mapping SNN models (belonging at the Service Networks layer) to abstract
business process models (at Process Models layer in the stack) is achieved through TopDown
transformations, while changes in business process models can be propagated to the service network
through BottomUp transformations.
The BottomUp and TopDown transformations are combined to enable round-trip engineering of serviceenabled processes in service networks, keeping the overall design synchronized after modifications to
abstract business processes or the service network. Fig. 5 provides an overview of the basic workings of the
transformation approach indicating whether steps are completely automatic (gears), or that require some
decisions taken by an analyst (sticky figure), or involve Business Interactions Patterns (BIPs). A BIP is a
generic and reusable template of a business process fragment that can be applied to concepts in the SNN
model (e.g., correlation). In particular, a BIP summarizes roles played by participants in a business
fragment, workflows structuring the activities performed by the roles, and message-based interactions that
occur among the different roles.
As depicted in this Fig. 5, the BottomUp transformation is composed of five steps, one requiring human
intervention and the other automatic, that produce a well-formed SNN model from a BPMN model. The
first step requires the analyst to label
the message-flows at BPMN level
that represent revenue and offering
relations between participants at SNN
level. From then on, the BottomUp
transformation is fully automated.
The TopDown transformation creates
a BPMN model from the information
embedded in a SNN model. The
transformation is divided in two main
phases, the first required and the
second optional. The steps from 1 to
4 (phase 1) are completely automatic
and start from a SNN model to result
Fig. 5. Overview of the transformation approach.
in a BPMN model that describes
pools, lanes that divide the pool in independent business process fragment, sub-processes captured in the
lanes, and also defines interrelationships between sub-processes through message-flows that mirror
interactions at SNN level. Step 5 (phase 2) is semi-automatic, as it requires human involvement for the
selection of the BIPs to be applied.
Both transformations are based on the mapping between the SNN and BPMN meta-models that is
presented in Section 5.1. The business interaction patterns are examined more in depth in Section 5.2. The
BottomUp and TopDown transformations are respectively described in detail in Section 5.3 and 5.4.

5.1

Model Mappings for SNN and BPMN model transformation
Both the TopDown and BottomUp transformations are defined on the basis of the mapping between the
SNN and the BPMN1 meta-models presented in Fig. 6 (see the bold bi-directional arrows in this figure).
Each SNN Service Network corresponds to a BPMN process. Participants in SNN models are mapped to
pools in BPMN. SNN correlations group interactions among participant in different business process
fragments. A participant involved in interactions spread over multiple business process fragments has
multiple lanes in its pool, one per fragment. For instance, if a participant takes part in interactions that are
1

Extrapolated from the BPMN meta-model published on WSPER.ORG based on [4], and available at:
http://www.wsper.org/bpmn10.html

divided into three different business process fragments, its respective pool will contain three lanes. In
BPMN, for all practical purposes, pools with a single lane and pools without lane are equivalent. Pools and
lanes contain workflows (i.e., activities connected by control flow constructs). Sub-processes are special
activities that abstract entire workflows. Workflows and sub-processes can be recursively nested into each
other. Activities communicate with other activities in different pools through message-flows, which
represent message exchanges. Both offering- and revenue relations in SNN are mapped to message-flows
in BPMN.

Fig. 6. The mappings between the SNN and BPMN meta-models.
These mapping are based on two critical assumptions about the structure of the BPMN. Interactions
among participants in the SNN are represented by message-flows in BPMN (i.e., the participants in the
service network carry out their interactions over message-based conversations). Secondly, each pool only
comprises business logic (workflows) of one particular business fragment. Workflows in different lanes
within the same pool are independent, i.e., they are not connected through control flows. The first
assumption allows the BottomUp transformation to derive the offering and revenue relations to be
represented in the resulting service networks. The second assumption enables the BottomUp
transformations to cluster message exchanges between participants in different abstract business processes
as correlations in the SNN model.

5.2

Business Interaction Patterns Under the Lens
The Business Interaction Patterns play a central role in creating via the TopDown transformation BPMN
models that are immediately usable in a BPM lifecycle to, for instance, automate the generation of
executable BPEL processes as proposed in [17]. SNN models describe which interactions take place
between the participants, but not how these interactions are structured (e.g., in terms of message exchanges
and activities performed by the involved participants). It is not possible for an automatic transformation to
“guess” how participants will communicate with each other to carry out the interactions described at SNN
level, and this is mirrored by the coarse granularity of the intermediate BPMN models resulting from the
first four steps of the TopDown transformation. BIPs are meant to improve the level of detail of the
business processes resulting from the transformations by providing a structure (based on message-exchange
communication) for the abstract interactions at SNN level in the shape of business process fragments that
are selected by humans and are automatically “plugged” in the BPMN models resulting from the first
transformation phase.
BIPs are based on existing business process standards in industry Such as RosettaNet Partner Interface
Process (PIPs) [13] and Architecture of Integrated Information Systems Value Chain Reference Model
(ARIS VCRM) [14], which are widely adopted reference models for standard, multi-party collaborative
business process models. In the remainder of this paper we assume that BIPs are modeled as context-

independent BPMN models where each role is represented by a pool. Each pool captures a well-structured
sequence of internal processing steps; we refer this as a workflow. Workflows in different pools are
logically interconnected via message-flows. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 present two examples of BIPs that we have
developed, respectively the “On Behalf Of” and “Provide Service Within Deadline” BIPs.

Fig. 7. The “On Behalf Of” Business Interaction Pattern.
The “On Behalf Of” BIP presented in Fig. 7 defines a BPMN template for a chain of value-relationships
between multiple partners participating in a correlation within the service network, and is computed as a
transitive relation between a Provider and a Customer comprising a cohesive path of message-exchanges
that involve the sub-contractor (Service Facilitator) as “man in the middle”. A series of delegated service
offerings are subsequently traversed during the execution of a particular business process fragment, e.g.,
the CustomerFaultResolution process. Note that for reasons of brevity, we concentrate on a simple “On
Behalf Of” correlation involving three participants; however, in practice we have already encountered
correlations involving larger chains for which we have designed more complicated BPMN templates (e.g.,
for the automotive repair service scenario introduced in [15]).

Fig. 8. The “Provide Service Within Deadline” Business Interaction Pattern.
The “Provide Service Within Deadline” BIP of Fig. 8 defines a BPMN template prescribing a
prototypical business process between a Service Provider and a Service Request that is operated under
temporal constraints (e.g., deadline), specifying how the process behaves when the constraint (deadline) is
met, how it deals with deadline violation, and the remuneration of the service, if it is delivered in time.
In practice, by applying a BIP the human analyst “explodes” the offering- and revenue-based
interactions grouped at SNN level by a correlation into a message-based conversation at the abstract
business process level. Typically, such message-based conversations are expressed as Message Exchange
Patterns [11]. For the sake of simplicity, in our approach we rely on the assumption that a single BIP
suffices to describe the structure of a whole business process fragment. Without this assumption, the user
should specify a set of BIPs to be applied to a given fragment, and how to connect and merge the
workflows that each BIP creates in a participant’s pool (but this is already on the list as future work).

5.3

The BottomUp Transformation: Extracting SNN Models from Abstract Process Models
The BottomUp transformation extracts a service network model from an abstract business process. As
explained in Section 5.1, the correspondences between business entities in SNN and participants in BPMN

are rather straightforward. On the other hand, it is much harder to extrapolate from an abstract business
process, in which the participants interact over message exchanges, what kind of revenue and offering
relations occur. The first step of the BottomUp transformation, requiring human intervention, tackles this
issue by having an analyst label the message-flows in the source BPMN model that represent interactions
between participants that have to be represented at SNN level in the shape of revenue or offering relations.
This approach relies on the assumption that each relation at SNN level is represented by (at least) one
message flow in the source BPMN model.
The BottomUp transformation produces an SNN model from a source BPMN model using the following
five steps (see also Fig. 5):
1. Label message-flows that represent revenue- or offering-based interactions: the analyst labels the
message-flows that represent offering or revenue relations at SNN level as shown in Fig. 10. For
instance, the message-flow “Solve Ticket” represents an offering relation with the Field Agent as
source and the CSR as target, while “Pay Intervention” represents a revenue relation from the
Customer to the CSR.
2. Collapse sub-processes in the source BPMN model: expanded sub-processes (i.e., sub-processes that
show their internal workflow) are transformed in collapsed sub-processes as explained in [4].
3. Create the participants: for each pool in the source, create a participant in the SNN model, and name
the participant after the pool.
4. Create offering and revenue relations: for each message-flow connecting an activity in the pool of
participant A with an activity in the pool of participant B, do as follows:
4.1. If the a group of message flows is labeled as a revenue relation, then create a new revenue relation
in the SNN model connecting participant A to participant B and using the name of the messageflow as the revenue offering associated with the newly created revenue relation R. Participant A
and B are respectively source and target of R.
4.2. If the message flow is labeled as an offering relation, then create a new offering relation in the
SNN model connecting participant A to participant B and using the name of the message-flow as
the offering associated with the newly created offering relation O. Participant A and B are
respectively source and target of O.
4.3. If neither 4.1 nor 4.2 apply, then ignore the message-flow.
5. Create correlations: group the message-flows in the source BPMN model according to the business
process fragments they belong to. This is obtained by:
5.1. Grouping the workflows in the participants’ lanes in workflow-groups. Two workflows belong to
the same workflow-group if they are connected by a message-flow. Namely, a workflow-group is
the transitive set2 of workflows that are connected by a message-flow.
5.2. Grouping message-flows in message-flow-groups. Two message-flows belong to the same
message-flow-groups if they originate from or end in workflows grouped in the same workflowgroup. Alternatively, a message-flow-group is the transitive set of message-flows that connect
workflows in the same workflow-group.
5.3. For each message-flow-group, create a correlation connecting all the offering- and revenue
relations that have been created starting from the message-flows in the message-flow-group.
Consider the BPMN model in Fig. 10 that models the key abstract business processes in our running
example. The first step in the transformation is to label the message-flows as revenue- or offering-relations.
The second step is to collapse the sub-processes. After these first two steps, the resulting BPMN model
looks like the one presented in Fig. 11. Fig. 9 exemplifies the three remaining steps in the BottomUp
transformation. The third step of the transformation creates the participants in the SNN model (result
shown in Fig. 9, step 3). The revenue and offering relations in the SNN model are created in the fourth step
(outcome presented in Fig. 9, step 4). Finally, the correlations are added to the SNN model during the fifth
step (result in Fig. 9, step 5). The workflow groups are two: the workflows in the “Network Fault
Resolution” sub-processes in the Agent and Field Agent pools (they are connected by the message-flows
“Resolve Network Fault” and “Pay Intervention”), and the workflows named “Customer Fault Resolution”
in the pools Field Agent, CSR and Customer (transitively connected by the “Customer Support”, “Solve
Ticket”, “Fix Failure” and “Pay Intervention” message-flows).
2
In other words, conversations at SNN level are identified in step 5 by calculating the transitive sets of the messageflows on the basis of the workflows they connect, and creating a new correlation for every transitive set, connecting all
the revenue and offering relations originated by the message-flows in that transitive set.

Fig. 9. The results of the 3rd, 4th and 5th step of the BottomUp transf. on the BPMN model in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. A BPMN model based on the eTOM example presented in Section 3.

Fig. 11. The BPMN model resulting from applying the transformation to the SNN model of Fig. 3.

5.4

The TopDown Transformation: Creating Abstract Process Models from SNN Model
In the following we introduce the TopDown transformation to refine a SNN into a BPMN model as a twostaged process.
PHASE 1 (Required): Produce an Abstract Business Process Choreography Model
This abstract business process model is rendered in BPMN, and defines the process choreography tracking
the globally visible message flows between network partners. It is automatically generated in the following
manner:
1. Create the pools: for each participant in the SNN model, create a pool in the BPMN model with
the same name.
2. Create the lanes and simple workflows: for each correlation in the SNN model a participant is
involved in, create a lane (named after the correlation) in the participant’s respective pool. If a
relation in the SNN model does not belong to any correlation, it is treated as it belonged to a
correlation comprising only itself. Each lane thus created this way is filled with a workflow made
of a start event, a sub-process named as the correlation, and an end event sequentially connected in
this order.
3. Create revenue message-flows: for each revenue relation R in the correlation C connecting the
source participant A and the target participant B, create a message-flow from the sub-process in
the lane C of the pool A to the sub-process in the lane named C of the pool B. Let the revenue of
the relation R be revenue. The newly created message-flow is labeled as: “[Revenue] revenue”.
4. Create offering message-flows: for each offering relation O in the correlation C connecting the
source participant A and the target participant B, create a message-flow from the sub-process in
the lane C of the pool A to the sub-process in the lane named C of the pool B. Let the offering
associated to the relation O be offering. The newly created message-flow is labeled as: “[Offering]
offering”.
PHASE 2 (Optional): Produce an extended Abstract Business Process Model
The resulting model not only defines the process choreography, but also captures the private workflows of
network partners. This phase is optional if the level of detail in the BPMN model resulting from the first
phase is deemed insufficient, and thus requires further refinement through the application of one of more
business interaction patterns. The phase is composed of the following semi-automatic step:
5. Apply BIPs: the application of a BIP requires the user select a correlation (selected correlation) in
the SNN model (again, relations not involved in any correlation are treated as if they belonged in a
correlation comprising only themselves). The participants that are source or target of offering and
revenue relations that are comprised in the selected correlation are called involved participants.
The user provides a mapping from the roles in the BIP to the involved participants. The BIP must
define as many roles as the involved participants. For each involved participant, the workflow in

the mapped role’s pool is copied inside the lane created at step 2 for the selected correlation in the
pool corresponding to that participant. Finally, all the message-flows in the BIP are automatically
copied into the BPMN model and connected to the same activities as they are in the BIP.
Fig. 11 visualizes the result of applying the first four steps to the SNN model in Fig. 3. The Field Agent
participant is transformed in the Field Agent pool (transformation rule 1). Since the Field Agent participant
in the SNN model has offering and revenue relations grouped in different correlations (“Customer Fault
Resolution” and “Network Fault Resolution”), the Field Agent pool has two lanes, one per correlation
(second step). The revenue relation Resolve Network Fault in the SNN model is transformed into a
message-flow, labeled “Resolve Network Fault” (step 3) which connects the two sub-processes in the lanes
of the Agent and Field Agent pools that are created because of the correlation.

Fig. 12. Result of application of the “Provide Service Within Deadline” and “On Behalf Of” BIPs.
Fig. 12 shows the results of the application of the fifth transformation step (“Apply BIPs”) to our
running examples. At the left hand side in the result of applying at the fifth step the “Provide Service
Within Deadline” BIP to the correlation “Network Fault Resolution” by mapping the role “Service
Provider” to the Field Agent, and “Service Requestor” to the Agent, is exemplified. At the right hand side
of this figure, it demonstrates the application of the “On Behalf Of” BIP to the BPMN model in Fig. 11 by
respectively mapping the “Service Requestor”, “Service Facilitator” and “Service Provider” roles to the
Customer, CSR and Field Agent pools.

6

Future work and Conclusions

The service industry, the leading contributor to developed economies, is quickly transitioning towards the
digital networked economy that is leveraged through distributed computing technologies including Service
Oriented Computing. In conjunction with its natural complement Business Process Management, SOC is
touted as the ideal paradigm to develop, evolve and manage sophisticated service networks that enact
successions of automated end-to-end business processes that traverse several enterprises and geographical
locations. However, this vision is far from a reality and many organizations are still fixated on orchestration
of internal processes, witnessing the popularity of languages such as BPEL.
Service networks promise to effectively leverage and bridge between business-like requirements such as
value and revenues, and the IT enactment through Service Oriented Architecture and Business Process
Management. Service networks have recently catered a wide interest, which resulted, among other
proposals, in the Service Network Notation that describes the interactions among participants in a service
network in lieu of offering- and revenue relations.
In this paper, we have proposed and explored a semi-automatic approach for constructing business
processes in service networks, or redefining service networks after changes to business processes. This
approach is almost completely automated, and assumes restricted involvement of human experts restricted

to the selection of the business interaction patterns that best capture recurrent skeletons of interactions
between and within processes partners in the service network, and to the labeling in the business processes
of message exchanges that need to be represented at service network level. The proposed transformation
approach is grounded on a series of mappings between the meta-models of SNN and BPMN models, and is
formalized through procedural transformation algorithms. Note that in this article we have concentrated on
the conceptual underpinnings of the solution, e.g., we have restricted ourselves to defining pseudo-code for
the procedural transformations, which can be straightforwardly mapped into code or transformation rules
using MDA technologies such as the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) standard from the Object
Management Group.
The results presented in this paper are core results in nature. Extensions and refinements are needed in
various directions. Firstly, we intend to further elaborate the transformation approach to make it
incremental and iterative, and to improve the BottomUp transformation to use pattern recognition
mechanisms to automatically extract the revenue and offering relations at SNN level by applying
“backwards” the BIPs (i.e., recognize process fragments that fit BIPs and generate the corresponding
relations at SNN level). In addition, we intend to further explore and elaborate the transformation approach
in several real case studies. Thirdly, we wish to further extend the library of business process interaction
patterns. The BIP library, currently populated with a handful of patterns, will be extended with existing
patterns that can be easily extracted from industrial reference models, standard protocols and industrial best
practices. Moreover, we intend to investigate more complex transformation scenarios where multiple
business interaction patterns occur in the same business process. Lastly, we are in the process of
implementing the transformations in the Value Network Tool (http://vnt.tsl.gr/), the integrated development
environment that supports the design of SNN models.
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Abstract. In an ever increasing dynamic environment, companies are forced to cooperate in order to meet customer needs effectively. They set up Service Networks
(SN) trying to create a win-win situation for all participants of the network. The
calculation of value in an SN is based on key performance indicators (KPIs) which
measure the performance of underlying cross-organizational business processes.
As for the calculation of KPIs of these processes monitoring information from
several paricipants is needed, in an SN it is no more sufficient for the participants
to monitor just KPIs of their internal processes, e.g., by using Business Activity
Monitoring technology. The participants now have to provide a set of monitoring
events to the other partners in the SN. In this paper, we describe an approach to
monitoring of KPIs across partners in a service network. An SN is mapped to a
service choreography and a monitoring agreement is created which specifies how
KPIs are decomposed to events that participants in the choreography have to provide. We present our approach based on a case study from the telecommunications
domain.

1

Introduction

In today’s networked economy, companies are not independent, isolated entities, but they
must act in a concerted manner to survive in an ever increasing dynamic environment.
Thereby, interacting companies build networks to serve their joint customers in a dynamic
manner, focusing on optimizing their financial benefits at the individual and network
level. Recently, Service Networks (SNs) have been proposed to model such networks
and analyze and optimize company’s business collaborations [1]. SN is a graph-based
approach to model a business environment as a set of business partners and their relations.
SNs reside on a high abstraction business level depicting partners as nodes and their
offering and revenues as edges. Modeling a business landscape as SN, allows, on the
one hand, calculating the value gained by a single partner when joining the collaboration
network. On the other hand, an SN perspective gives the possibility to measure the value
of the whole network. The value calculation is used for measuring the profitability of the
SN, which can lead to adaptation of SNs, for example, through outsourcing.

Service Networks focus on cooperations between partners in terms of offerings and
revenues and don’t detail the concrete interactions between the partners. In addition,
the dependencies between the actors in an SN don’t necessarily express the temporal
dependencies between the partner interactions. Each offering - each single edge - in the
SN is realized through a set of complex interactions between the partners. The partner
interactions are not of interest on SN level but represent one of the main concerns of the
level of business processes and choreographies as part of business process management
[2]. The refinement from SNs to executable processes has been motivated in [3] and first
steps towards mapping of SNs to service choreographies are described in [4].
The value calculations in an SN are based on a set of Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs). KPIs are business metrics which are used for measuring the performance of
underlying business processes of the SN. Traditionally, companies have measured the
performance of their internal processes using established concepts such as Business
Performance Management and technologies like Business Activity Monitoring [5]. In
the setting of an SN, this is no more sufficient. Partners now have and want to share SN
relevant information of their internal processes with other partners. In order to do so the
partners have to provide monitoring events or already measured metrics to the ”outside”,
so that the overall performance of the SN can be evaluated.
In this paper, we propose a method of how to model and monitor KPIs across
partners in a service network. We assume that the SN is mapped to service choreography
descriptions, as described in [4]. Based on the choreography description, we describe
how KPIs are decomposed to events each partner has to provide for the overall KPIs to
be calculated. We introduce in this context the concept of a monitoring agreement which
specifies the monitoring events each partner has to provide. The monitoring agreement
includes partner descriptions, the events which each partner provides, and how these
events are aggregated to calculate the overall KPIs of the SN. We describe the concepts
based on a case study from the telecommunications domain.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the case study we have chosen
for evaluating the concepts of this work. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach.
The definition of monitoring agreements is described in Section 4. Section 5 sketches
aspects related to runtime monitoring. Section 6 positions our approach among existing
work and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and presents future work.

2

Case Study

The case study discussed in the following is based on the ”Enhanced Telecom Operation
Map” (eTOM), which is a reference model for business processes of the telecommunications industry [6]. In particular, we describe a service network that is formed in order to
set up a new DSL service.
Figure 1 depicts the involved parties of the DSL installation process and the offering
flows between the parties. The main actors are the Subscriber (customer) and the Service
Provider, which offers DSL products to its customer. The functionalities of the Service
Provider relevant to this part of the model are distributed among the Call Center, Service
Agent and Field Agent. The Subscriber interacts with the Call Center to order the DSL
line and to report problems or complaints. In order to make the installation, the Call

Center performs some actions (like checking availability) and forwards the request to
the Service Agent. The Service Agent is responsible for the setup and configuration
of the order. He finally contacts the Field Agent to perform the service installations at
the customer site. The Billing Agent is responsible for setting up the monthly billing
procedeure for the customer. In our case study, we further assume that Call Center,
Service Agent, and Field Agent are not part of the SP company, but separate organizations
that have been outsourced.

Fig. 1. The Service Network for a new DSL Service Set-Up

The value of Service Provider (SP) in the presented service network can be calculated
as described in [3]. The calculation takes into account the following KPIs: the revenues,
the costs the SP pays for the needed resources to provide the service, and the satisfaction
of customers (subscribers). These three ”top-level” KPIs are aggregations of other finergrained KPIs. The revenues are calculated based on the prices of the service and the
number of customer orders in a certain period. The costs are a function over labor and
contract rates with the Call Center and Field Agents and internal process costs and the
number of employees together with some additional costs (material costs). The customer
satisfaction is a function over the order fulfillment lead time, deadline adherence, price
of service, number of customers that cancelled their order, number of customers that
complained during the time period of order processing, and perfect order fulfilment (order
processed in full and in time as requested by customer without customer complaints).
Some of the described KPIs can be calculated with information available already
on the level of service network. For example labor rates and the service price are
already fixed in service level agreements between the service provider and customer.

Other KPIs, the ones we focus on in this paper, are measured on BPM layer based
on underlying business processes, such as order fulfillment time, deadline adherence,
number of complaints etc. The Service Provider wants to measure these KPIs in a
timely manner in order to be able to calculate its value in this service network. For the
calculation of these KPI, he depends on information from its business partners. Assume
e.g. the KPI perfect order fulfilment. In order to calculate this KPI, we need information
from the Call Center (time of order receipt, and number of cusotmer complaints), Service
Agent (information on whether we could install and configure the requested producted
as wished by the customer), Field Agent (time of product delivery and installation at
customer site). That means for the calculation of the KPI information from more than
one business partner is needed. This information should also be provided in a timely
manner, i.e. based on events as they happen in the process.

3

Overview of the Approach

In this paper, we take a top-down approach in which service networks are mapped to
service choreographies and further refined to executable business processes [3]. We
distinguish between three layers and between a functional and non-functional view, as
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Overview of the Approach

In the functional view, on the topmost layer, SNs are modeled. An SN specifies the
interactions between partners on a very high level in terms of offerings and revenues.
In the next step, the SN is mapped to a service choreography, which specifies the

message exchanges between the partners in the SN. This mapping can be performed semiautomatically [4]. The choreography can be first modeled in a technology-independent
notation such as BPMN, and then later transformed to a technology specific choreography
specification, such as BPEL4Chor [7]. On the orchestration level, each participant in the
choreography implements his part of the process and exposes it to the outside as a Web
service. This implementation of the process can be done in WS-BPEL.
In the non-functional view, on SN level, value calculations of the SN as a whole
and of the participants in the SN are performed. Value is calculated based on KPIs,
such as revenues, costs, and customer satisfaction. KPIs can again be defined based on
other KPIs. For example, customer satisfaction can be defined based on the customer
satisfaction index, the number of customer complaints, deadline adherence, and average
order fulfillment lead time. All KPIs of the SN and their calculations are part of the KPI
model.
In order to measure the KPIs of the SN in a timely manner, we have to specify how
they are to be monitored based on operational business processes. On choreography level,
the public processes involving message exchanges are modeled, serving as an agreement
between partners on how they communicate together. We argue, that on this level one
should also agree on which events each partner has to provide in order to calculate
the KPIs of the KPI model. This is because on choreography level no private process
information is modeled, and thus events based on public process models also should not
lead to privacy issues. For example, in order to calculate the KPI Order Fulfillment Lead
Time, the Call Center has to provide an OrderReceived event which contains an order
receipt date, while the Field Agent provides the ProductInstalled event with the product
installation date. The monitoring agreement specifies KPIs which are to be evaluated for
the service choreography, and how they are decomposed to events each partner has to
provide. The agreement involves also the definition of event formats, and monitoring
mechanisms which define how the events can be retrieved at process runtime.
The monitoring agreement has two purposes for each participant in the choreography:
(i) it serves as a requirements specification, on which events the participant has to provide;
(ii) the monitoring agreement also specifies how KPIs are calculated based on all events
provided by all partners. Based on this information, a participant can subscribe for the
events of other partners, in order to be able to calculate the KPIs internally, if he wants
to. Therefore, a participant creates a monitor model, which defines how the provided
events are to be created and how the needed events from other partners are requested,
and how the KPIs are calculated based on those events.

4

Definition of Monitoring Agreements

In this section, we describe how monitoring agreements between partners in an SN are
created. A monitoring agreement specifies which information partners have to provide
in order to enable monitoring of KPIs.
4.1

Sevice Choreography in the Case Study

Figure 3 shows an excerpt of a choreography description in BPMN for the case study.
It models the business process for setting up the DSL line from customer request to

Fig. 3. BPMN Choreography Description for the Case Study SN

installing of the product at customer’s site. The choreography involves four partners. The
subsriber places an order in the call center. After checking its availability, the call center
sends the order to the service agent, which configures the package. The field agent finally
installs the product at customer site. The process is distributed between several business
units and business partners. For example, we assume that Call Center, Service Agent,
and Field Agent are all separate companies (business partners) which were outsourced
by Service Provider.
In Table 1 we have listed a set of KPIs which are interesting in this Service Network.
For each KPI, we specify its calculation, and define the events which have to be provided
by the partners in the choreography. As shown in the Table, the first KPI can be provided
by only one partner, the other two need events from more than one partner. Note that
events have to be correlated when used in the calculation functions. In the above cases
this can happen based on an Order Identifier which is set when a new order is received,
and which is then used until shipment. This Order Identifier has to be part of each event
and also of the messages which are exchanged between the partners. Correlation of events
is an important concept when specifying the calculation of KPIs, and is well-known
from Complex Event Processing (CEP) [8] which is mostly used for implementation of
BAM solutions.
4.2

Specification of Monitoring Agreements

As shown in the last section, for the calculation of KPIs events from different partners
are needed. In intra-organizational BAM, one also needs to model events and instrument
different information systems which emit these events at runtime. Typically, these events
are published to a publish/subscribe eventing infrastructure (a topic) which the BAM
tool subscribes to. The difference in the SN setting is that monitoring is performed based
on cross-organizational processes.
In the case of cross-partner monitoring, where different organizations are involved,
one has to agree on events (and their content) which are provided by different partners.

KPI

Metric Calculation

Partner.
Provided Event

# of
Received
Orders

count(OrderReceived)

Call Center.OrderReceived

Order
Fulfillment
Lead Time

t(ProductInstalled) t(OrderReceived)

Call Center.OrderReceived
Field Agent.ProductInstalled

Perfect Order
Fulfillment

Order Fulfilment Time < 14 days &
ServiceConfigured.status = ”in full” &
not(ReceivedCustomerComplaint)

Call Center.OrderReceived
Field Agent.ProductInstalled
ServiceAgent.ServiceConfigured
Call Center.ReceivedComplaint
Table 1. KPIs and their Calculation

Note that in this case there are also several non-technical aspects involved, such as
privacy issues. Companies want to restrict insight into their internal processes as much as
possible. On the other hand, a certain degree of openess and monitoring support, might
be part of a service offering. Discussion of these non-technical issues is out of scope
of this paper. As we base our monitoring agreement, and therein specified events, on
service choreographies which consist of public process descriptions, privacy issues are
minimized. However, we do not restrict ourselves to choreographies; if participants want
(or need) to provide events which go beyond information contained in the choreography,
they are free to do so.
Figure 4 shows the main concepts needed for the specification of a monitoring
agreement. A monitoring agreement is specified for a service choreography description
which contains a set of participants, and for each participant a public process model
which defines its behavior as part of the choreography. If BPEL4Chor is used as a
service choregraphy language, the process model is specified in (an abstract profile
of) WS-BPEL. The monitoring agreement defines a set of indicators. An indicator is
defined based on a function which calculates an indicator value based on already defined
indicators or based on events which are provided by participants. Note that we support
the special case that no indicators but only events are specified in an agreement. That
case is needed if one only wants to track the progress of a process instance (which is
signaled by events). Functions can contain boolean, arithmetic and aggregate operators,
among others. An event contains a set of properties which can be arbitrary data items,
consisting of a name and a type. An event definition can contain a reference (not shown
in the Figure) to a process element (process, activity, variable) thus specifying where
in the process the event is emitted. In addition to the specified concepts, one needs
to specify how the events can be obtained at process runtime, e.g. by publishing and
subscribing to a topic (see Section 5).
Listing 5 shows an excerpt of the monitoring agreement for the KPI Order Fullfilment
Lead Time as defined in Table 1. It is calculated based on two events provided by
the Call Center and Field Agent. The monitoring agreement document references the

Fig. 4. Overview of the Main Monitoring Agreement Concepts

choreography description and the participants defined in the choreography description.
The calculation specification uses a predefined function duration and correlates on the
orderId which is a property of both events.

5

Monitoring Architecture

After creation of the choreography description and the monitoring agreement, each
partner implements its internal process according to the choreography, and implements
his part of the monitoring agreement. Figure 6 shows a high-level view of the monitoring
architecture.
Each partner implements its role in the choreography description, e.g., by refining
the abstract BPEL description from the BPEL4Chor descirption to an executable BPEL
service orchestration. This service orchestration implements its role in the choreography.
In the same manner, each partner has to implement its part of the monitoring agreement,
thus providing events to the other partners and receiving events from the other partners.
As we focus on BAM as performance measurement technology, we assume that
each partner has an internal BAM implementation. Based on the monitoring agreement,
partners have to make sure that they provide events to the outside. As shown in Figure
6, a possible solution is to establish a publish/subscribe topic (a.k.a. publish/subscribe
channel), e.g. based on WS-Notification, which is used by all partners in the choreography. The partner thus has to generate events, which might involve prior instrumentation
of services and systems, and publishes it to the topic. All partners which are interested
in this event and have accordingly subscribed to it, receive this event.
Note that the implementation of the publish/subscribe channel can be hosted by one
of the partners or also by a third party. The channel is also only responsible for routing
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<m o n i t o r i n g A g r e e m e n t>
<s e r v i c e C h o r e o g r a p h y name=” eTomChor:eTom−C h o r e o g r a p h y ” />
<p a r t i c i p a n t s>
<p a r t i c i p a n t name=” e T o m C h o r : C a l l C e n t e r ”>
<p r o v i d e d E v e n t s> . . .</ p r o v i d e d E v e n t s>
<r e q u e s t e d E v e n t s> . . .</ r e q u e s t e d E v e n t s>
</ p a r t i c i p a n t>
<p a r t i c i p a n t name =” e T o m C h o r : F i e l d A g e n t ”>
<p r o v i d e d E v e n t s> . . .</ p r o v i d e d E v e n t s>
</ p a r t i c i p a n t>
</ p a r t i c i p a n t s>
<i n d i c a t o r s>
<i n d i c a t o r name=” O r d e r F u l f i l l m e n t Lead Time ” u n i t =” h o u r s ”>
<d u r a t i o n>
<e v e n t name=” P r o d u c t I n s t a l l e d ” p r o p e r t y =” i n s t a l l a t i o n D a t e ” />
<e v e n t name=” O r d e r R e c e i v e d ” p r o p e r t y =” r e c e i p t D a t e ” />
<c o r r e l a t i o n>
<e q u a l>
<e v e n t name=” P r o d u c t I n s t a l l e d ” p r o p e r t y =” o r d e r I d ” />
<e v e n t name=” O r d e r R e c e i v e d ” p r o p e r t y =” o r d e r I d ” />
</ e q u a l>
</ c o r r e l a t i o n></ d u r a t i o n></ i n d i c a t o r>
</ i n d i c a t o r s>
<e v e n t s>
<e v e n t name=” O r d e r R e c e i v e d ”>
<p r o p e r t y name=” o r d e r I d ” t y p e =” x s d : s t r i n g ” />
<p r o p e r t y name=” r e c e i p t D a t e ” t y p e =” x s d : d a t e ” />
</ e v e n t>
<e v e n t name=” P r o d u c t I n s t a l l e d ”> . . .</ e v e n t>
</ e v e n t s>
</ m o n i t o r i n g A g r e e m e n t>

Fig. 5. Monitoring Agreement for Order Fullfilment Lead Time (simplified)

of events, but not for correlation and aggregation of events for the calculation of KPIs.
In this architecture, this is performed by each partner on its own.

6

Related Work

Business activity monitoring approaches in the context of monitoring of KPIs of business processes focus on intra-organizational processes. There exist several research
approaches [5, 9] and products [10] which deal with evaluation of process metrics in near
real time and their presentation in dashboards. They all have in common that events are
emitted as the process is executed, collected by a process monitor and evaluated in near
real time. Some solutions focus on monitoring of BPEL processes [9], while others are
more general and support an extensible architecture via event adapters [10]. To the best
of our knowledge there is no work yet which considers monitoring of KPIs of service
networks or service choreographies in a cross-organizational scenario.
Service Level Agreements (SLA) are similar to our problem in that they involve
monitoring in a cross-organizational setting. Thereby mostly two partners, the service
consumer and the service provider, agree on certain service QoS, typically technical
characteristics such as availability and response time. The SLA specifies also how the
agreed QoS levels are to be monitored and what happens in case of violations. Web
Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [11] is an approach to modeling and monitoring



Fig. 6. Monitoring Architecture

of SLAs in the context of Web services. A WSLA-based agreement specifies involved
parties, SLA parameters and objectives they agree on, the underlying metrics including
measurement directives, and penalties in case of violations. The commonalities with
monitoring in our context are that in an SLA partners also agree on metrics and how
they are to be monitored. In our case, we also need an agreement on metrics and
measurements between partners. However, in our case the focus is on monitoring (of
potentially more than two partners) and not on guaranteeing certain KPI values. We are
also mostly interested in monitoring of process metrics, not in low level QoS metrics,
and in particular deal also with cross-partner metrics, which require event correlation,
and which are not being dealt with in frameworks such as WSLA.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an approach to monitoring of KPIs in service networks.
We have motivated the approach based on a case study, showing that partners have to
provide monitoring events to the outside for calculation of KPIs when participating in
service networks. Thereby, KPIs are decomposed to events each partner has to provide.
We have introduced the concept of a monitoring agreement which is specified on the
level of service choreographies. The monitoring agreement describes the calculation of
the KPIs based on monitoring events and the obligations of each partner concerning the

provision of those events. Finally, we have sketched a possible monitoring architecture,
which is based on a publish-subscribe infrastructure used by all partners.
Our future work includes refining and implementing the framework presented in
this paper. We want to base the implementation of the framework on BPEL4Chor
for the specification of choreography descriptions and WS-BPEL for implementing
orchestrations. The realization includes specifying the monitoring agreement metamodel
in detail, including its linkage to BPEL4Chor choreography descriptions, and the semiautomatic generation of a WS-BPEL based monitoring implementation. The monitoring
solution should provide both near real time monitoring in BAM fashion and retrieval of
monitoring information on demand.
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